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Entered at second Clast Mall Matter
By The Courler-Gaiette, MS Main St

Lying In The Road
Belfast Youth Fatally
Injured By Bus—Driver
Overcome

The Police Report
Marshal Fish Gives
Detailed Accounting
and Some Excellent
Recommendations

Thursday
Issue

SEEKS ATTORNEY GENERALSHIP
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., One of State’s Best
Criminal Lawyers, Makes Contest

Volume 95............ Number 140.

The Black Cat
—l
7------------------------------------------

Raymond J. Calderwood, 12, son
of Mrs. Carrie Calderwood, 17
An exceptionally good report for
Northport avenue, Belfast, was
the
Police Department is made this
fatally Injured Tuesday afternoon
when he was struck by a Bangor year by City Marshal Arthur D
to Portland bus, State Trooper Pish. The statistical portion con
Mr. Tirrell ls 41 years of age,
A third candidate for the office
Kendall Dunbar said was driven tains the following Interesting in of Attorney General of Maine ap
and
obtained his legal training at
by William S. McDonald of South formation:
[EDITORIAL]
peared in the field yesterday in the University of Maine Law
Portland.
Total number of arrests, 207; In
The accident occurred about 5
School where he received his de
A GOOD-SIZED FAMILY
o’clock on Northport
avenue. toxication, 141; driving under the
gree as Bachelor of Laws in 1915.
influence
11;
total
receipts.
$2900;
Young Calderwood received a skull
He came immediately to Rockland
The United States, inclusive of its territories and pos
fracture, and died on the way to store doors found unlocked, 313;
after graduation, and from the
sessions. has now a total population of 150362.326, according
lodgings given, 1357; meals given.
a hospital.
start has been exceptionally suc
to the Census Bureau. That’s a pretty good sized family for
303;
persons
finger
printed,
67;
Dunbar said the boy apparently
cessful In his legal practice. As
any aggressor nation to tackle, but its Immunity from trouble
had fallen from ills bicycle and motor accidents investigated, 71;
a trial lawyer he is reputed to be
depends wholly upon Its ability to take care of itself. And
was lying in the road. He was tralfic violations, 690; calls for
one of the best in this section of
patrol,
694
,
we seem to be looking after that feature of it pretty well.
wearing dark clothing, and McDon
the State, having been retained in
Continuing, the report says:
ald was unable to see him until the
many Important criminal and civil
We have had 690 traffic violations
CITY IS WELL HANDLED
bus had almost reached him. Mc
cases. His unusual ability ln the
since
Januaiy
1st,
some
430
of
Donald swung out in an attempt to
(By The Roving Reporter)
trial of criminal cases would be a
The annual city reports which are mentioned at some
avoid hitting the boy, but apparent them being for overtime parking.
decided asset in the office of At
J
We have received many compli
length In various parts of the present issue show that Mayor
ly he was struck by the axle.
torney General, it ls argued.
Uncle Sam recognizes a State's had ever known; nor shall I ever
Dunbar and County Attorney Hil ments on this over-time regulation
Veazle’s second administration, now at the half-way mark,
Mr. Tirrell has served as a mem
Hard Buzzell said the driver was,and verX llttIe criticism and while
ber of the Rockland Board of Al right to cling to the old fashioned' forget the banquet which the vethas been able to give a good account of itself. The various
it makes considerable extra work
blameless.
dermen and as city solicitor, but is Thanksglving Day. A Washington erans had at Crescent Beach. What
departments have been handled without fuss or feathers, and
So overcome was McDonald that for °ur department, we cheerfully
, a fine time we had at those groannow
appearing for the first time dispatch says:
with evident Intent that there shall be neither recklessness nor
he was unable to continue the, recommend its continuance,
"The Postoffice Department an- ing tables, and who among the suras a candidate for a major office.
waste. The finances show well and the departments as a
regular run, and a two and a half ! We a'so recommend to the HonHe has the unanimous backing of nounced today that it would pro- vivors would not fight at the drop
whole have kept well within the amounts budgeted to them.
hour delay ensued, while a substi- !orable
and City Council
the Knox Bar and a strong fol vide ‘necessary service' Nov. 21 in of the hat if anybody cast aspertute driver was nished to replace <hat “X™ ordinance or regulation
lowing in other sections of the those States not observing that slons on anj’ player from either
be passed regarding the use of bi
day as Thanksgiving. Most postal town. I only hope that gallant
THE GLORY OF GOING
him.
State.
cycles on our public streets. A great
Mr. Tirrell is a past president of workers, it was said, would be able sportsman •’Bill'’ Robinson reads
many of the machines are not
Tomorrow two Rockland young men go to the induction
the Rockland Lions Club, and is to observe Thanksgiving on the these lines in his Gardiner home,
equipped with proper brakes, lights,
—o—
center ln Bangor and in due season will be wearing the Army
prominently identified with many same day as it is observed locally. i
etc. and while wc have had no fa
Rural delivery routes, however, I The Old Parmer’s Almanac,
uniform and getting their first taste of Army discipline. They
Frank A Tirrell. Ir who would be of the city’s social and civic af
talities from their use this year, an honor to the position he seeks
will be suspended on Nov. 21, the whose brown cover page still bears
go not as draftees but as volunteers, and will be given an ap
fairs.
Shows 3819 Changes
we have had many narrow escapes
Thanksgiving Day proclaimed by the pictures of Benjamin Franklin
The
other
candidates
are
Franz
propriate send-off, we have no doubt. And the point Is well
With Many in Thomaston,
Th
The number of bicycles in use has
n. n i
President Roosevelt, because ‘there and Robert B. Thomas Is with us
who
alm<*t
*“Wn the last few ** *rs0" °f
A
Jr’, U. Burkett,
.
. is the present intaken by a correspondent who writes to this paper expressing
is no provision of law under which for its 149th year, and its patrons
and Other Places
years and are not only used by the ,
^ls city a leading member of cumbent. and Frank I. COwan,
the opinion that the six or seven men who have already en
rural carriers may be allowed to now know what the weather ls goPortland.
.
i. . u -L
j i.
the Knox Bar.
both of Portia
listed should share in the laurels which are being heaped
'
The Rockland directory now youngsters but by the adults as |
perform service on Nov. 21 and omit ing to be for every day in 1941. Not
|
~~~“““““““””~~~“~~~
upon those who have sprung to the country’s defense. The
being distributed, in addition to well.
service on Nov. 28.’ Nov. 28 will be quite so large as the World AlmaRockland proper, includes Cam
observed as Thanksgiving ln some nac, to be sure, but It contains In
difficulty has been that their going was unannounced and the
den, Rockport, Thomaston. South
states.
(formation on such a wide variety
public was unaware of their Induction into the service until
and standard plates be
—o—
! of subjects that one is almost dizzy
Thomaston and St. George. The
lt was all over with. Those boys and their relatives and
publishers. H. A. Manning Co., of issued.
A visitor In Rockland Tuesday after a survey of its 96 pages. No,
friends may rest assured that they will stand just as high in
2. Standard
regulations
be
for perhaps the first time in three we could not get along, without
Springfield. Mass., made the fol
the regard and the affection of the people back home as those
adopted and police empowered to
years was my good Warren friend, The Old Fanner s Almanac.
lowing recapitulations:
who march away to the blare of trumpets.
"Bob” Walker of Warren. He did .
—o—
Rockland — new names added. enforce them by impounding bi
not show it, but he avers he has
Major Bowes has entered upon
1,091; old names taken out, 1.004; cycles not properly equipped.
If this regulation could be made
had no sleep since the Presidential his 19th year as a radio entertainchanges of address. 1.724; total
THE SAD SIDE OF IT
it would aid the police in check
election. He was accompanied by er, and increasing thousands are
number changes. 3.819.
Nobody begrudges the hunters for the grand sport they
his brother, George W. Walker, listening to his popular programs
Camden—new names added. 312; ing stolen machines and safe guard
and seeing this couple was a vivid all around the world. Under hts
have in the big woods at this season of the year, but what a
old names taken out. 312; changes the public as well.
We would also recommend that a
reminder of long years ago when guidance many ambitious amateurs
of address. 416; total number
pity that there must be so many tragedies to mar the other
call box be installed on one of the
I. D. Betz of Philadelphia, gen we have made the most careful they came to Rockland—George as have become success.ul profession
changes. 1,040.
side of the ledger. Accidental shootings, drownings, death
Rockport—new names added. 54; poles near Rankin Block in order eral manager of the W. H. & L. D botanical study of kelp, contacting the pitcher for the Warren ball als.
from exposure—it’s the annual and inevitable toll.
old names taken out. 96; changes that the night Patrolman can get ' Betz Company, said yesterday professors in Maine, Minnesota and team; and Bob as the Warren um
The suggestion is made—more or
of address. 144; total number in touch with the Police Station at j that the plant would close for the Nova Scotia to determine Its pire. I visualize again the scene
NEUTRALITY': A FARCE
all times without leaving his beat.
On the old Broadway ground when less seriously—that the name of
powers of propagation.”
changes. 294.
I fully appreciate the co-operation ] season in about two weeks. It has
the eager Rcckiand fans watched Spruce Head be changed to Moose
Thomaston—new names added.
There's a certain Kansas editor who causes folks to take
for the arrival of the buckboard on Head. The idea has its inception
232; old names taken out, 137; which has been extended to me by 1 been in operation steadily since
note when he writes or talks. That editor Is William Allen
April—the longest period since the
which all of the Knox County of course, tn the fact that one of
changes of address, 311; total num- the Mayor and City CouncU.
White, chairman of the committee to defend America by
kelp business was begun by that
teams traveled in that glorious these kings of the forest has adoptber changes. 689.
aiding the Allies "We need not take up arms, but we must
The games were always hard ed that locality for his liome.
concern four years ago.
The people of Rockland who
And Lobster Rearing Sta age.
During the past season the quanfought, with bickering and scrap—o—
take sides.’’ he declares, adding that in the next few months
have subscribed for the new edi
ping, each team quite certain that
One >'ear af?o: U. S. Senator
i tits’ of manufactured material has
tion Will Operate To
tion are very much pleased with
"we face danger ot a cowardly compromise with Hitler and
Time Limit Is Dec. 26, But been increased and the quality has Canacity—This Season’s the other was as much of a robber Wallace H. White. Jr. was a visitor
the volume which contains a gen
his evil clan.’’ Editor White favors a cancellation of neu
as Jesse James. So it went on, *n Rockland.—George L. Wiley, 70
eral
directory
of
each
town,
classi

trality laws with Germany.
Don’t Wait Till Christmas X” n’nX‘r".“
«■- Work
-eason after season, and when the dlPd ln Warren.—The Mt. Waldo
fied business directories, street
participants days were over as Oranlte Co. had the contract to
Rush Is On
ing those who worked on the three
directories, record of the city ar.d
The department of Sea anti players, they tjere suddenly brought furnish the granite for a large in
ITr..D.verslty of Maine in the class of village
boats, was about 39.
governments.
societies,
Alien registration will end Dec.
i940 Mi?s Simps<>ns home is m churches, etc., as well as county.
The company' owns the build- Shore Fisheries released 690 000 to a realization that better fellows eurance building in Boston —Frank
K Calkin, 87, died ln Appleton.—
South Gray.
State and United States govern 2d and all non-citizens who have ing which it occupies (formerly fourth stage lobsters along the and better sports never lived.
not yet registered are warned that the Lawrence sardine plant) and Maine coast during the past Sum_o_
The theft of valuable Jewels from
Mbs Simpson is farm reared and ments.
Lucinda Rich Is Home
severe penalties will follow failure during the coming Winter will mer. according to Commissioner
I don’t think I shall ever forget the home of Mrs. R. L. Stratton
had experience in waiting on
Demonstration Agent- lias
to comply with this Federal law.
mjike many alterations and Im- Arthur R. Oreenleaf as he reviewed ’.he day the Rockland and Warren was reported to Sheriff Ludwick—
tables cooking, housekeeping, ar.d JIMMIE AND DICK AGAIN
All aliens, 14 years of age and old- J provemenls there. Begun somewhat the results of the annual rearing Old Timers played in Warren to Benjamin H. Paul, 78, died ln RockSucceeded By Anna
office work while earning a con
Jimmie and Dick will make their . cr, must register in person and be zn
natnrp of nn exneriment the program today. Working in co the largest gate receipts the town port.
siderable part of her college ex
Simpson
personal appearance at the fingerprinted Alien children, un- Diant uas now developed into an operation with the U. 8. Bureau
penses. She ls a former 4-H Club eighth
Rockland Community Building on der H must
regi£tered by thelr ^dustr>. of considerable impor- of Fisheries hatchery the Governor
The appointment of Miss Lucinda member.
underway in the eastern part of gion, so often tabooed. It is the
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28. There parents or guardians.
, tance and finds a ready market Barrows rearing station had its the State for the establishment of I most important thing ln the world,
Rich as hone demonstration agent
-----------------will be two shows, a children’s
best
season
and
“
with
all
operating
Registration takes place at the for the hlgh stand8rd goods which
another State operated station How could civilization have exist
In Knox and Lincoln counties
UM.P. COMPANY DlY'IDENDS
matinee at 3 o'clock at which free post offices. There is no charge it is productng
kinks now ironed out should reach there.
candy
bars
will
be
given
to
each
ed without religion?
announced by Arthur L. Deering.
Th* directors of Central Maine
of any kind connected with alien
owners were surprised and its full capacity output of one and
director of the Maine Extension ! pf’wer ComPany Tuesday declared child attending, and the evening registration.
“Where did peace and safety come
somewhat dismayed when they read one-half million lively young crus
the regular quarterly dividends on show at 8 o'clock and will give
from except through the interrela
The Past Office Department and a recent artlcle in this paper to taceans nextSummer.’’
Service.
Miss Rich haa been ♦he company s preferred stocks, the patrons from two to three
tionship of religion? Could you
the Department of Justice will will- the e[fect that their concern had
Greenleaf said that distribution
county club agent in the two payable Jan. 2. 1941, to holders of hours of songs of the west,
have had a Sabbath except on re
ingly assist the alien in everypos- , a monopoly of the Maine coast of the fourth-stagers was based on
record of Dec. 10. 1940. The dlvi- comedy, instrumental numbers and sible way.
counties since August 1937.
ground? And you will lose
the number of traps being fished in
I kelp beds.
Rev. Mr. Olds Says, “Stop ligious
Mlss Rich is a graduate of the ; dends declared amount to $1.75 per black face comedy.
that if you arc not careful. It
Earl G Harrison, Director of
contrary,” said General each county with the following al
Jimmie and Dick will head their Alien Registration of thc Depart- Manager Betz yesterday, "we have lotments: Cumberland, 85,000; HanMaking Excuses About
University of Maine and is a na share on the 1'' preferred stock,
lias already half gone. Christmas
tive of Charleston. She succeeds $1.50 per share on the 6% pre biggest show ever to play in Rock ment, suggests that those aliens who leased less than one percent of the cock, 120.000; Knox, 140.000; Linis a religious institution and Easter
Not
Going
To
Cnurch
Mrs. Esther Dunham Mayo, who ferred stock. $1.50 oer share on land. associated with them Cora have not yet registered do so as Ma”ne
Is a religious festival—both importberis_as was stated m coin. 65.000; Washington, 125.000:
has resigned.
tie preferred stock. $6 dividend Deane, the Kansas City Kitty. soon
----- — as—
f pubnshed by y0Ur paper York, 45 000. sma)]er COUnties,
When Rev. Corwin H Olds an- tant aUo ln
business world,
possible and avoid the fln artk]e
Taking the place of Miss Rich series, and 62'? cents per share Flash Willie. The singing Jay- Christmas rush at the post offices. seyeral ye#rs ag0 We operate at 20,000.
nounced as his subject ’’Swapping Tbe Constitution was modeled upon
as county club agent Is Miss Anna on the $50 preferred stock 5’; hawker. Two Gun Atwood, The I All aliens are also warned that vinalhaven, ln the Mussel Ridge
The rearing stations output was Horses in the Middle of the |a f’ermon Pre»<*ed_by a CongregaBay State Singing Cowboy and a ha'to« registered, they are r^ulred channe, the port clyde area and
M. Simpson, a graduate of the Uni- * dividend series.
cut’ down considerably during the Stream" at the Lions meeting yes- tlonul minister. The moral laws
new group. Smiley & Sue, a comedy to report any change in their per
first few weeks of the season while terday It bore the suspicion of a were lnsPired by reli«i<>us teachings.
pair. This team is brand new to manent residence address within northward toward Camden
"Wouldn’t it give one some pride
the staff was developing and im
talk, but the Congrega
Some
might
have
inferred
from
EDWARDS’ TURKEYS this section and have made a tre five days to the Immigration and the recent article that carelessness proving a system for heating the political
tional pastor soon disabused his to ride a horse like that? It is
mendous hit everywhere they Naturalization Service of the De
time for men to take themselves
Why not try PETER EDWARDS’
had been exercised ln the gather water in the hatching and rearing audience of that idea. It was the by the horns, and quit riding ’blind
SPEAR HALL. FRIDAY NITE. 7.33’ Fresh Killed Native TURKEYS, have played.
partment of Justice in Washington.
tanks to speed up the operation story of how he happened to swap
ing
of
the
kelp.
A special attraction is “The Forms for this purpose are obtain
baggage.’ Oet behind your church
Free Chicken Dinner. Merchandise CHICKENS, DUCKS. PULLETS
“It is not pulled up by the roots," Once this process was perfected a successful business career for and attend the morning worship
value S3. Chenille Spread and Sur- and FOWL for your Thanksgiving Georgia Peach” a black face come able at all pest offices.
the
ministry.
the
output
was
the
largest
ever
said Mr Betz, “and some persons
dian of many years experience with
prise Package.
Day Dinner? Tel. 806-J.
No alien need be unprepared for
At the outset, after being Intro which is the backbone of any
some of the leading minstrel shows the questions he will be asked. will probably be surprised to learn and the fourth-stagers appeared to duced by Frank H. Ingraham. a'^rch llfe- st0P makln< e«USM
be
in
perfect
physical
condition.
that
kelp
does
not
have
roots
but
of the country. He also is new Sample registration forms which
Greenleaf said that the Depart Baptist deacon, he expressed the about not going to church. Some
to Rockland's public and will round show him exactly what informa is kept in position by ’hold-fasts’.
hope that all relationships might say there are too many churches,
out one of the best shows ever to tion he will need at registration are Our boats drag for the material, ment also bought and released
be as peaceful and friendly as those but are there not too many service
65,000
seed
lobsters
as
a
part
of
and
we
have
a
careful
record
of
be presented by Jimmie & Dick available ln all post offices.
clubs, too many political parties,
DIAL 731
operations on all of the 40 beds its propagation activity. He highly which marked the two churches and so on?”
GREYHOUND BUSES
in this city.
Aliens may register at the local
which
face
each
other
on
the
same
complimented U. S. Bureau of
I we use.
—AT—
The appointment of the following
Post Office between 4 and 5 p. m.
“We have not gone into the busi Fisheries hatchery superintendent street. ’’That spirit is growing Lions committee for the Red Cross
Leland Trask, automobile sales even’ day except Saturday when
year
by
year,
”
said
the
speaker.
Thomas
Dorr
and
biologist
Leslie
man at the Sea View Garage, will registration will be available from ness haphazardly; on the contrary
"There ls something about the membership drive was announced:
Scattergood for their co-operation
replace John Moulaison as mana 1 to 3 p. m. in Room 1, second
ministry which a person who has Howard Crockett, chairman; A. B.
in
the
program.
ger of the parts department.
Allen, Blake Annis, Almon B. Coop
floor.
Stating that he did not believe never had the call cannot under
THE
er, and Cleveland Sleeper Jr.
stand.'
said
Mr.
Olds.
"It
was
In
TUT RATE
the present rearing station to be
Dr. Gilmore W. Soule and CleveTHANKSGIVING BEANO
adequate to atock the entire coast business tn Moncton, N. B. when I
CAMDEN,
MAINE
Jr- were “Plated as
I. O. O. F. HALL, MONDAY, NOV. 25
BEANO, SPEAR HALL
E. K. JONES
with fourth-stagers Oreenleaf said flrst considered it. six years ago. I >“nd
reached
the
conclusion
that
there
'
members
of
the entertainment
8.00
P.
M.
that
he
favored
a
movement
now
PEPPERMINT
Electrical Appliances
PURE
HINDS H.&A.
arc things to be had in life which j committee for December,
Admission 25c, including Two Cards
7.30 TONIGHT
FLAVOR
Special Games, Two Cards for 5c
Servicing and Repairing
cannot be bought across the count- j Rev William E Berger of earn
COD LIVER
CREAM
$10.00 SEVEN UP GAME, $2.00
MILK OF
Door and Attendanre Prizes
er. Why not be a publicity man for I den was
only v^ltoralso
•
OIL
TURKEYS, CHICKEN, PORK
2
50c
bots
Attendanre
Prize
Door
Prize
the
Kingdom
of
God
instead
of
adMAGNESIA
Christmas Decorating
140-141
39c
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL vertising bargains in neckties? Why
43c
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of all kinds
not be a personal director for the
Pt. 43c
Old and New Dances
CaU 639-J
Kingdom of God, which is bigger
n I had my life to live again 1
OLD
SPICE
WOODCOCK
’
S
ORCHESTRA
OLD SOUTH
have made a rule to read aome
SO CAMDEN ST, ROCKLAND
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included I than the Standard Oil Company, would
poetry and llaten to aome muale at
TOILETRIES
VICKS
139&140
TOILETRIES
140Th-tf the British Empire, or the United least once a week. The loee of theee
la a loaa of happlneaa—Chariea
VAPO RUB
$1. & $1.75
States.? Why not identify myself taetes
Darwin
$1.00 & $1.75
wtth something more enduring?
27c
•’Business is Important; profes
THANKSGIVING
100
sions are Important, but above it
Thank
you atara
100
A. B. D. G.
tgtglt's early to talk of Christmas, but not too early
That shine so bright.
all Is Religion, which ls more im
PFUNDERS
Thank you moon
HALIBUT OIL
CAPSULES
portant than all thc other issues
to start a Christmas Club at Daniels. It may be a
For your allvery light.
TABLETS
Thank you sun
CAPSULES
of life
watch or a Diamond that you have in mind to give.
$1.49
For your warmth and cheer.
‘‘What are one's observations
Thank you Lord
$1.00 & $3.00
99c
Start paying for it now. The balance due at Christ
For friends held dear,
Mountain sides and pastures are full of them now, and with
after six years in the Master's
Thank you Father
2 25c JARS
common and good picking a good earning can be made per day.
mas may be taken care of on our Budget Plan.
service? The compensations have
In Heaven above—
RUBBING
For health, contentment.
POCKET
Working orders and full information on best methods to use
CASHMERE
served to confirm the validity of
Peace and Love.
Can
be
obtained
in
person
at
once
to
ALCOHOL
the argument I used to myself
And when 111 fortune
COMBS
COLO CREAM
Turns her face
when I entered the ministry. Some
To greet me
9c
3c
Both for 25c
times I have been blue, disgusted
tn the Market Place—
Nearly half a century of fair and honest dealing at same locattion.
May the Thanks I give
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
and disappointed, but so are all of
Help me to live
342 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
you at times. If there is anything
And still say—Thank you!
-Sara F Rills
the world needs today it is reli-

Three-Cornered

The City Directory

i-SSStxt REPORTS A GOOD SEASON

Betz Company Has Produced More and
Better Chemical Products— Its
Winter Plans

“Kinks Ironed Out”

Aliens, Register!

rarm bureau Changes

Rockland Lions

BINGO

LIBBY'S PHARMACY

ELECTRIC SHOP

Dance Saturday Night

CHRISTMAS CLUB

WANTED

RIPE JUNIPER BERRIES

DANIE1S

EMIL RIVERS
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Yea, many people and strong
nations shall come to seek the
Lord of hosts in Jerusalem, and
to pray before the Lord.—Zech.
8: 22.

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS
OF

LOCAL BANDS
1KEE MEMBER

(By K. S. F.)
The Human Side of Greatness, by

William
L. Stidger. Publisher:
Harper & Brothers, New York.
This
book might be called
Thumb-nail sketches cf diituiguished
personalities. They a
written in a style so direct and 'nlightening, so forceful and under
standing, tliat we for one wish tir
book had been twice its length. T..r
author has chosen a wide variet.
of subjects and has entered into
his sketches many walks of life;
from captains of business to con
cert masters, from ministers of the
Gospel to poets of popularity, from
Justices of the Supreme Court to
great sculptors.
Every story is told with a touch
that holds heart-beats and master
ful Insight into character, that is
helpful and Important to thinkers
and intellectual readers. A book
to peruse when in need of some
thing to really enjoy for a short
bit of rest and inspiration.

TALK OF THE TOWN
Ellis Warren Lazell. brother of
James and Theo Lazell, former resi
dents cf Rockland, and nephew of
the late Gen. J. P. Cilley, died in
Portland, Ore., in October aged 71
years. The remains are to be tak
en to Thomaston with interment
probably Saturday.

A correspondent makes this per
tinent query: ‘How about giving
the whistle an extra ‘•blast" in sa
lute to the six. or seven boys who
volunteered, and have already gone
in silence previous to the draft call,
since conscription became a law.
Are they not entitled to cheers also?
It might be pleasing to know they
were thought of along with the
present volunteers who are leaving.
And may health, and good luck fol
low each and every one of them."

The annual meeting of the KnoxWaldo volture. Forty and Eight,
was held Tuesday night in the Le
gion hall, with J. Earle Braley in
charge. Officers were elected as
follows; chef de gare. Fred F.
Palmer; chef de train. Earle Fos
ter; correspondent, Howard Tib
betts; conductor. John Casey; sous
conducteur, James Staples; commissaire intendant, Marthon Doak;
commis voyageur, Sewall White;
lampiste. Lloyd Watson; garde de
la porte, Harold Fletcher; grand
cheminot. James Earle Braley. The
officers were installed by Grand
Chef de Train Alton Johnson, and
after the meeting a social hour was
enjoyed and light refreshments
were served.
"Democracy is the one form of
society which guarantees to every
new generation of men the right
to Imagine and to attempt to bring
to pass a better world. ’—President
Roosevelt

REAL ESTATE
Prospect waiting for shore prop

Wants 3 to 10 acres of land.

I would like more listings of farms,

wood lots,
properties.

residential and

Tel.

or

business

write

F.

H.

Wood at office of O. II. Tripp En

gineering Co. Rockland.
140-142

Goes To Winthrop
Former Rockport Boy
Rising Steadily In the
Central Maine Service
Appointment of Herbert B. Maxcy,
formerly in charge of Central
Maine Powvr Company's opera
tions at Waldoboro, as town rep
resentative at Winthrop is an
nounced
Maurice M. Crawford, present
Winthrop representative, has been
transferred to the Plant Depart
ment at the Company’s Adminis
tration offices, Augusta.
Mr. Maxcy. formerly of Rockport
became associated with Central
Maine Power Company in 1920 in
the Rockland wiring department.
In 1927. early recognition brought
him a promotion to Augusta in the
Inventory Department where he
remained until 1932. From 1532 to
1934 lie was trained in a variety
cf wotk pertaining to the miscel
laneous duties of a town represen
tative and lt was in 1934 that he
received hls appointment as active
head of the Waldoboro office.
7 ne training and experience
gained in six years of similar serv
ice in Waldoboro gives Mr Maxcy
a well-rounded background for a
much larger district such as Win
throp.—Kennebec Journal.

By

Book Review

erty.

SOME OLD ROCKLAND VIEWS

Every-Other-Day

[Foreword]
I am sending you
a number of band
sketches which I
hope will prove of
interest to The Cou
rier-Gazette
read
ers. I know that
such 'little sketches
_
are usually avidly read iff"any local
paper—regardless of literary finish 1
.nd flcurlsh.
v
—v
,, Hjen'icn some
:f ti c . eo;:!e living on the islands
and prih.
a Iw people who live i
in other tour, r JJccent to Rockland
ln the hope that The Courier-Ga
zette may be a more welcome visi
tor, »lf tliat is pcssible) in the homes
of your many subscribers. It is
quite a task for me to write these
foolish little messes but I know
that the general run of readers do
enjoy such messes and am glad to
do my bit ln life.
You will find that there is “no
method in my madness" as I grab a
memory out of thin air at random
VEHICLE LAW CHANGES
and proceed to rave a bit and then,
without rhyme or reason, tack
Recess Commit lee Will Recom
ship and perhaps driwle along on
mend Several To Incoming Legis
some other task—sort of crazy quilt Camden street, north from Maverick street. From an old photog-aph
lature
style.
loaned by Mrs. Ralph T. Clark.
When I get up around 40 years
Maine's legislative recess com
old I may want to refresh my fail find a spot where I could again get HEIR TO FORTI NE
mittee on motor vehicles plans to
ing memory on some of the items on the "band wagon,’’ but they were
An estate tax appraisal filed yes I reduce to writing soon suggestions
and it will save me a lot of mental
racing too fast and my feeble at terday in New York showed Dr. I to the incoming legislature ln
effort if I can dig out the scrap tempts were a total failure. It was
January for certain changes in
book and read at wlll the folly of a blitzkrieg for them and a total James M. Tcdd. retired builder, I the State's motor vehicle laws.
left a net estate of $228 832 at his
my youth.
Iree Member
blackout for this poor disciple.
death Jan. 5. 1939. His widow Mrs. , The committee, of which State
Sketch No. I
Clarence B. Beckett of
As we march, stumble, stagger Nora A. Todd of Boothbay Harbor,
Iree Member the first time I and skid through this thing called was named the sole beneficiary. ,I Calais is chairman, conferred with
State police and highway officials.
played in a band. To be strictly life we get out of touch with many
I truck operators, and motor vehicle
truthful I should say the first time 1 of our youthful comrades. W’e go
Good news for movie-geers is dealers to obtain their point of
this way and they go that way until
I tried to play in a band.
It was the old Ingraham's Hill all that remains is a memory, and the reuniting of the dancing team I view regarding registration and
Band and the momentous occasion I sometimes wonder where are the of Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire.! traffic laws.
Their first picture (if everything
The committee will suggest to
was a rehearsal to which I had re friends of yesteryear
The old band was rather short works out) after their much too the legislators what changes it be
ceived a cordial invitation.
I can recall the names of only a I lived and the members scattered long separation will be "Together tteves should be made to meet
1 modern conditions.
few of the members. Lowell Chap here and there and became lost to Again "
man and Fred Eastman tooted the each other, excepting a few cases.
trombones, Lou Hovey played the ’ Bands are organized and dis
tuba and George Everett was one band, members lose touch with each
of the alto tonnentors, and Luther other, but every band that is bom
Clark, a 16-year-old kid with red begets in tum one or several baby
hair and a boy size clarinet <E-flat) musicians who stay with the music
sat beside your benighted scribe and game until they become man's size,
properly tooted two toots to my ; and who are a credit to themselves
and their fellow man. The little
one.
The only one I recall besides country and city bands are the soil
these mentioned above is the leader, from which all great musicians
Charles Montgomery. He was the sprout.
COME IN AND SEE THE BARGAINS
From the old Ingraham's Hill
first leader I played under and the
best player in the bunch. I now re band quite a number of well known
PRICED $50.00 UP
call that Jake Ripley also played players have developed and I pro
trombone and Arthur Clark played pose to mention a few of them in
the tenor drum. There must have subsequent memory sketches.
been 15 to 20 players ln the band
116 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME. TEL 1178
but I can't seem to remember any COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
more names. It was 48 years ago.
Just a word about the leader.
Charlie Montgomery was a fine
chap and developed into one of the
(lnest cornetists that Rockland ever
begat. He was at all times a fine
gentleman, pleasant, courteous and
modest but inclined to few words.
He has, I believe, played in every
band and orchestra ln this section
of Maine and I doubt if a part was
ever put on his music rack that he
was unable to play at sight. He
was a most dependable player and
those who were privileged to hear
the duet played by him and Frank
Young during the broadcasts by the
Rockland and Belfast bands will I
am sure, agree with me when I say
ATTRACTIVELY PRICED FOR HOLIDAY HOME FURNISHERS—ONLY A LIM
that Charlie can sure tickle a cor
net.
ITED NUMBER OF THESE DISTINGUISHED DINING SUITES!
Well do I remember the name of
the march Charlie set before us
that night, my first night in a band
hall. It was "Meditation" and
about all I did was to meditate from
the first peep to the last boom.
I started all right but lost my
place after a few measures and
from then on I tried frantically to

SUPER

APF
MARKETS

—I
I

Serve some extras for your Thanks
ink.-
giving dinner—at no extra cost!
Buy them with the savings you'll
get at your
A&P Super
Market
when you buy your whole Thanks
giving dinner here. Just see the
low
price tags
on our luscious,
tender turkeys!
Look at the wel
come
prices
on
our
field-fresh
vegetables!
Don't forget to take
home some of our fine, juicy fruits!
And take home savings that will
please your budget, too!
We giwo
you more Thanksgiving for your
money
because
we
buy
direct,
avoid many extra in-between ex
penses, share big savings with you.
Get your Thanksgiving dinner at
AAP!

BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED

LAMB FORES
■ 13'
A
SUNNYFIELD HAMS > 19C

WHOLE OR SHANK HALF

SUNN YFIELD-WHOLE OR EITHER HALF

double, your pleasure in
using Ann Page Salad
Dressing. It's delicious...
and cost, less. All the Thrifty
3) Ann Page Foods are both
made ana sold by A&P,
which eliminates many usual
in-between expenses from
their cost. Try

pZ

NEW

QT OEC

JAR 4.3
OUR BEST SELLER
BECAUSE VOUR BESTBUY

i!iiini.,;ilii!iiiiuiiiii)|;nii;iii;iiumiiiiii!;jiiiiMajiali?

A&P SEEDED RAISINS
A&P SEEDLESS RAISINS

wnUbULHILO
PIIAPAI ATEC

GUARANTEE-ASSORTED
thanksgiving wrapped

DROMEOARY

MARVIN

PKG

PEELS—Cl tron, Lemon,
Orange or Diced Assorted

PLAIN, SUGARED

me.
442 Main St., Tel. 721
Rockland, Me.

EASY
TERMS

Road

f

New 100% Pure Hydroge
nated Veg. Shortening

GEM BRAND

JANE PARKER

4 AC

PKG

LARGE
BOTS

CONTENTS ONLY

LIFEBUOY—Handy
Serving Dish lc Extra

PALMOLIVE
2 cake* lie

A ;

Especially timely is this shipment of Attractive New Dining Room Suites. New,
Smart Styling—New Charm and Beauty—New Low Price For High Quality!

CAKES

BATH
SIZE

CAKES

BARS

PKGS

°BOTT

SUNSWEIT

20-MULE TEAM

2

POUND
PKGS
8 OZ
TIN

FOR ALL CLEANING

YOU BORROW “ON YOUR OWN”

ASK TO SEE THESE SUITES!

We make loans on just your sig
nature—$25 to $250 or more.

For a Personal Loan Write THE

MARTIN J. RIELLY, Mgr. Room No.
201, Floor N o. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
1155, 241 Water St.
Augusta, Me. Small
Loan Statute License No. 1.
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
balances up to
$150;
2ti%
monthly on balances above.

OOP

PKG

SzZ

ieri&onai, finance cd.

15c
25c

Bulk Walnuts
lb23c Stuffed Dates
23c
Olives
47aSz 20c Mince Meat TcS 2
21c
uates pitted 2 pkgs 23c Mince Meat «<.- 2 pk°1 19c
Pitted Dates
10c Mince Meat
”°rz 19c
Diped p,NCAppEEA°r cmerr,es 1
Cwnit
dexo
rrUll
Currants
<&14cclL37c
Bell’s Poultry Seasoning
Orr
Moxie
2
/n
WHITEHOUSE
•tS? 47c
Crisco
‘t^U6
EVAP. MILK
Chipso F.k...
2 pk« 39c
Rinso 2 9pk°A 15c 2’ ‘'PKGS 37C
4 ’8£27‘
Caah
AU
wO3P
II
Oaah
«Oap
3
23C
Octagon Soap
2
7^
OCEAN SPRAY
Super Suds
2
37c
CRANBERRY
Klek
9pk%z 8c 2 mm 31c
SAUCE
Dixie Margarine
lB19c
17 OZ
CAN llc
Prune Juice
19®
07c
Borax
4I
Boraxo
15c
Concentrate^

your own payments and pay only
(ot the days you use the cash.

15 OZ
PKGS
15 OZ
PKGS
POUND
POUND
box uv
BOX

R&R PLUM PUDDING
27c t.lnb 45c
COMMON CRACKERS NBCsXNLEDY & 19C
DeLUXE FRUIT CAKES i.N* 89c
SI .98
16 OZ 4 E
CRANBERRY SAUCE OCEAN SPRAY GLASS
,60ZJAR 1CC
IU
Assorted Flavors A - 9 OZ
YUKON BEVERAGES Conlents Only 4 BOTS 29c

Purposes

YOU CONTROL THI COST—You set

2
4

ANN PAGE
STUFFED

CASH?

rt t
l' Pentonat your loan is tailormade to fit yo«r needs.

salad

DRESSING

nine nnem

LOAN \

HOUSE-SHERMAN

PT

Northwestern LB

in yinte /9a

Get a

gtptions with a better finer tone. More
radio for your money! Hear ill

LB

FOR STEWING

Fancy

MACK MOTOR TRUCK CO.

J&uxmat- IZED

ception, big 10" speaker It hos rich, rodiont. concert
quality reception ond the obility to get for dutom

FANCY
SLICtD
SLICED

USED TRUCK SALE
STILL GOING ON

Need

Console with 8 tubes including rectifier, ond 6.electri<
"Feather Touch" Push Buttons for quick, automatic
tuning. 3 Bands for American, Foreign and Police Re

FANCY

LEAN 6 3 FOUND AVERAGE

Dated Donuts

Model illustrated it Motorola's new Functional Moderr

Smelts
2IUS25Haddock Fillets ih19:
l„19c
Smoked Fillets
he,
Salmon
t- J
Oysters
25c

NAT VE 4 6 SOUND AVERAGE

MACK

WlSTEBOjt

art and orthoHro laadart . . . all acdotm
tha naw 1941 Motorola todio as "lopt"

and at
37 Elm Street. Camden

■■

LEAN 6-8 FOUND AVERAGE

| For real, quick relief from distress of
an aching chest cold and its cough
ing—rub on Musterole, a wonder
fully soothing "counthi-irbitant".
Better than a muttard platter to
help break up painful local conges
tion! Made in 3 strengths.

Movie Han, optto Hon, radio Han, ting-

Grocery and Produre Prices
Also Effective at Belfast

COOKED HAMS
25'
FRESH SHOULDERS »14c
Am
FRESH CHICKENS -25‘
„O ■■
SMKD SHOULDERS ! 5‘

CHEST COLDS

8 TUBES • 3 WAVE BANDS ■ 10 SPEAKER
6 "FEATHER-TOUCH" PUSH BUTTONS

462 MAIN
STREET
ROCKLAND

BURPEE’S

361 Main Street

RED SKIN
23c
MUENSTER
19c
LONGHORN
u,25‘
CHEDDAR
21c
MELO-BIT
43C
Kraft Sage Cheese
33c
MILD CURE

LB

VERY TASTY LB

FAMH.YBLOAF

LB

Rockland, Maine
PRICES THROUGH SAT NOV 2.3
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will
The Rotary Club will be enter
Oolden Rod Chapter Friday
night will rehearse ritual work in serve a public supper Saturday tained by a small battalion of
preparation for the annual inspec night at the Legion hall. Bernice President Blaisdell's High School
Jackson will be the chairman.
tion Dec. 13.
pupils.

i Economy has been exercised in
; the highway department the past
year, to judge from the annual re
port of J. S. Gardner, commissioner
' of public works. Inclusive of cash
, and credits his department had I
$21553 to work with. The total I
: disbursements were $15,462, leaving
a cash balance of $6,795.

Wilbur Senter, guest speaker at
The quarters formerly occupied
Citizens have been told to burn
all leaves if they wish to avoid by the Red Cross ln Bicknell Block the Belfast Lions Club this week,
much expense in the 8prlng and are being fitted up lor occupancy ' presented an illustrated lecture of
by the Christian Science Reading ' hls trip from Maine to California.
Nov. 22—Camden—Donation Day at possible loss of trees.
Commun'ty Hospital.
Twenty-six guests and members
Room.
Nov 22 —North Haven— Entertain
Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore of
were present.
Every Fall Rockland citizens used
ment a» Grange Hall.
Granite street fell on her slippery
Nov. 22—Woman's Educational Club to have and enjoy church fairs. Now
A
curiously
colored
apple
of
un

meets with Miss Marlou Weidman,
Mrs. Lena Simmons, widow of doorstep Tuesday morning, sustainthere are few of them. "What is known parentage found its way to
Rockport.
Nov. 23—Warren—Special town meet the reason?" asks a correspondent. The Courier-Oazette office this Zebedee Simmons, died yesterday ing many bruises and a slight coning.
morning. It was raised by Walter in Winthrop, Mass., aged 81 years. elusion, with a bad cut on the
Nov 25—Scribblers Club meeta with
I back of her head. She is at Kncx
Mis Ethel Knight. Camden
O
’Brien of Limerock street on a The remains will arrive here on
Herbert
C.
Newbegin
of
the
Knox
Nov 25—Limerock Pomona meets at
the afternoon train Friday and Hospital where her doctor says she
Megunticook Orange. Camden
Nodhead
tree
which
had
been
County Trust Company ls in the
services will be held Saturday at will be for a few days. No bones
fo?°Aged v^menSg'Vlng ™ Bt *°m' Wytopitlock region on a deer hunt- grafted.
2 p. m. at the Burpee Funeral j were broken and she is coming
t------Nov 26 27 Rockport—senior class ing trip with Portland friends and
j along nicely .
Home.
Rail "Uncle Tomi c‘bln" at Town Herbert Maxcy, formerly of RockA beefsteak supper flanked by
Nov. 27—Warren—Pageant. "America , port.
fried onions and corn on the cob
City Clerk E. R. Keene took j More Talk of The Town on Page 2
the Beautiful." by the Grammar and 1
______
was served by the House commit $4 236 over his counter in the City
Intermediate schools
1
... _ _ _
,,, . , .
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Dav
i The W. C. T. U. Will hold a ser- tee at the Elks Home Tuesday night
Building during the past fiscal j
Nov. 28 Jimmie aud Dick s new | vice Fridav nfternncn nt 2 TO with
Radio Show at Community Building , v‘ce frla®5 aiternoon at 2 JO witn in honor of John Moulaison and ! year.
The list of receipts was 1
Nov. 26—Knox county Poultry im- , the members of the almshouse at Michael Arico, two local volun
I topped by the fees for hunting |
Grange* hall**" ° mrets al Appleton
city farm. Rev. fend Mrs. Earle teers who go tomorrow to the in
! and fishing licenses, amounting to
Nov. 29 Methebesec Club meets 1 ’Lee' will conduct a short program duction center in Bangor.
The $1634, the runner-up being dog 11with Mrs Katheryn St Clair.
appropriate for the Thanksgiving aflair, arranged on 'the spur of a I censes amounting to $1268. In
Dec. -3 Annual
banquet of‘ RockI don t
season.
lgnd Fire Department.
moment, proved a very happy oc tentions of marriage cost the
Dec. 3 —Waldoboro
Weman'i Club
casion. with brief speeches by the happy couples $352.
meets at Community Oarden Club
'BOTHER
Varying testimony as to the per guests of honor and members of
House.
Dec. 5 - Thomaston — Federated centage of small clams in a lot the Elks Lodge. Tomorrow fore
Church Christmas fair.
Rockland's total valuation, ac
Dec. 5-6 -Senior Clas, Play "Foot- brought by Adeibert Cushman of noon the future soldiers will be cording to the assessors' report ls
Loose" at Rockland High School.
Friendship to the Black <k Oay escorted to the Hotel Rockland bus
Dec. 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets
' MINCE MEAT
$6 523,120. the real estate valuation
with Evening Star Grange, Washing Canners, Inc., at Thomaston led station by the Legion band and being $5,649,349. and the personal
ton.
yesterday to the acquittal of Cush citizens.
Dec. 9 Knox County Mlnlaterlal
valuation being $1,473,771. There
ANYMORE
Ass’n meets at Federated Church, man when he was arraigned be
are 2702 persons subject to poll
Thomaston.
fore Judge Dwinal, according to
Tiger
Red
Brown
a
newcomer
in
Dec. 25 -Christmas Day.
tax. Tiie city's tax rate is $48.
SINCE I
Warden McLaughlin the percen local fistic circles, tipping the
Tax collections, according to the
tage
permitted
by
law
was
exceed

scales
at
164
pounds
comes
to
the
But one inventory was filed at
annual report of Carl O. Nelson,
DISCOVERED
the November session of Probate ed. County Attorney J. C. Bur Park Street Arena from Old Town were $325,715, these with the abate
Court, estate of Simon H. Wall of rows for the State; Charles T. Friday night to meet Salem Thomas ments reducing the tax commit
Smalley for the respondent.
of Waterville, who proved his ment $326 597. Uncollected taxes
Rockport, $30,032.
worth when he tackled Lawless.
Jiicnd)
While a Coast Guard plane from The fans are due tor a give and on former years amount to $39,639.
A benefit supper will be served
and
the
balance
uncollected
on
the
the Salem, Mass., base and boats take battle, marked by shivers and
at Pleasant Valley Orange Hall,
from Burnt Island and Whitehead shouts on the part of the onlookers. 1940 tax commitment i.s $143,130.
upper Talbot avenue at 6 o'clock
stations searched for them. Ches In the semi-final Bobby Pooler of The latter will probably be largely
Friday, proceeds for tiie new build
ley Gardner of Portland and Ray Waterville meets K. O. Brierly of reduced when Christmas Club pay
ulii
cd
r rL/, utr
FRCSHMOfST
ing fund of Owls Head Orange.
mond Tolman of Matinicus Isle Belfast, who ls all pepped up by his ments are made the first of
‘NOT BBT)
December.
put into Matinicus Tuesday. The
These are the days when saddle fishermen left Rockland Monday victory over Young Jack last week.
horses are seen with ladies on them in Tolman's 24-foot boat bound The top prelim brings together
and thc roads and paths are great for Matinicus and ran out of gaso Slasher Porter of Rockland and
ly appreciated. Sunday morning line. They picked up fuel from Young Oigere of Waterville. Both
breakfasts are a great joy to the another boat but not before a boys have what it takes. And
there'll be another fast prelim—
riders after a fine run on the ex search had been instituted for
Young Terry of Camden vs. Kid
cellent horses.
them.
Norman of Oakland. Plenty of
heat ln the ring and plenty ln the
What difference would it have
MARRIED
building.
made as to the present European
Mazzeo-Ward- At Rockland. Nov. 20.
turmoil had Oermany ln 1918 re Natale Mazzeo and Miss Ruth F Ward,
Members of Winslow-Holbrook,
of Rockland—By Rev. Fr. Jamea
ceived more lenient terms in the both
Savage.
A.L.A. attending the Third District
Versailles treaty and was tliat too
Council meeting in Thomaston
severe? Forum for 3 p. m. tomor
DIED
Tuesday were Mrs. Mary Dinsmore.
row. Woman's Educational Club,
Simmons At Winthrop, Mass. Nov. Mts. Delia Day, Mrs. Mildred Wal
Lena, widow of Zebedee Sunmons.
Miss Marion Weidman, hostess. 20.
formerly of Rockland and South lace, Mrs. Anne Alden, Mrs. Ber
Afternoon and evening speaker.
Thomaaton. aged 81 years. 6 months. nice Jackson, Mrs. Minnie Smith
4 days
Services at the Burpee fu
and Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair. Mrs.
neral home Saturday at 2 p m
White
—
At
Vinalhaven. Nov. 15. Lida Jackson, department vice president
There is no litigation pending
E. widow of Daniel E White, aged 81
either for or against the city. This yea>,\ 10 months. 21 days
presided. Reports from all units on
Bums—At Waldoboro. Nov. 18. John activities were heard and contribu
ls the welcome statement made by
Bams, aged 84 years. 2 months. 2
City Solicitor Stuart C Burgess in M
days ,*uneral Thursday at 1 o'clock tions were made to American Red
his annual report, submitted to the from residence. Interment In Burns Cross and Opportunity Farm.
City Government. The sidewalk cemeteryjX
Members from Bath, Damariscot
accident case and water rat?' case
ta. Wiscasset. Waldoboro and
,’N MEMORIAM
both resulted in decisions in favor
In loving’ memory of Robert St. Thomaston were also present. After
of the city. Several adjustments Clair, a memtar of the Madeline and the meeting refreshments were
Flora, lost Nov 20. 1939
have been made with various We bravely smllt to hide our heartache served and moving pictures of the
municipalities concerning pauper
As we mlas out dear one gone;
National Convention at Boston were
Our cross of grief so hard to carry—
settlements.
And the years gow weary and long shown by F. L. S. Morse. The next
Faithful to hls prislous memory
Council meeting will be at Bath,
Our hearts shall Aver be.
The circulation of Public Library Till through the mists of pain and Dec. 13, Mrs. Mary I. Milliken, de
sorrow
books for the past year was 56.068.
partment president will be present.
We meet beside the 4-ystal sea.
an increase of 2450 over last year,
Never forgotten by h's Wife and
and with an increase of 80 bor Family.
Coal will be given away starting
rowers. These figures are con
this week at Townsend Club No. 1
IN MEMORIAM
tained ln the annual report of
Saturday night bingo parties.
In loving memory of Giirge L
the trustees—H. P. Blodgett, J. A. Wiley,
who paued away Nov.
1939 Those holding coal stubs are urged
Jameson. R. S Sherman. J. C. Remembrance ls a golden chald
to be present to get free coal. Free
Perry, Mrs. Aldana Spear, Mrs. Death tries to break but all In vain
slips every Saturday night—adv.
To have, to love, and then to pat
140‘lt
William Ellingwood. and Cleveland Is the greatest sorrow of one's heart.
years may wipe out many thin#,-.
Sleeper, Jr. The trustees call at The
But this may wipe out never
tention to the need of freshening The memory of those happy days
of the walls ar.d ceilings.and re When we were all together.
•
Hls Wife and Family
pairs on the walks leading to the
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
library, to make them safe.
CARD OF THANKS
III WALDOBORO 100
We wish to thank all those whose
and comfort at the time of
Public supper. Legion hall, 5 to kindness
our bereavement eased, ln a measure,
SHOW TIMES
7 Saturday night, auspices Wins- the burden or our grief. Especially do
Single Evening Show at 8.00
we
express
gratitude
to
the
emploves
slow-Holbrook Auxiliary.—adv.
Mats.iXrturdav 2.30: Sunday 3.00
of Black Sc Oay Factory for the basket

i

..

I
<

YOU GET FULL VALUE
’ / For your food dimes and dollars
at the Perry Markets—our prices
are low, our quality is tops, and
for prompt delivery service, just
Phone 1234.

5

MEAT BILL

Center
Cut

/ T0 MAKE

WATER

STOCK

SUITS
SHIRTS
SWEATERS
HOSE
UNDERWEAR

BELOW COST
Thorndike Hotel

V,

WALDO THEATRE

Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf

of fruit sent to Knox Hospital and
for floral tributes: also for the two ,
beautiful floral pillows from Cushing
and Pleasant Point friends. To those
who ollered the use of cars, to the
doctors and nurses of Knox Hospital.
RusseU Davis and others who kindly
assisted us. we extend our sincere
appreciation.
Mrs Byron Coombs. Mrs Raymond
Coombs. Mr and Mrs. Robert Ames.
Pleasant Point.
*

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs: Burdells Dress Shop fpr
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise comlrtg
In every day at moderate prices.
CARD OF THANKS
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
We wish to thank our friends
Bchool street, Rockland.
107-tf neighbors, relatives. Van Russell and

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!

members of Rockland Fire Dept.. and
Grange members for thelr many acts
of ktndneess. expressions of sympathy
snd beautiful floral tributes received
during our recent bereavement.
Mrs Inez Dyer. Francis Dyer. Mr
snd Mrs Linwood Dyer snd family. *

Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money bark if not
CARD OF THANKS
delighted. II. A. MARR, Warren ! Through the columns of The CouMe. (mailed anywhere in Maine. ' rler-Oazet'e we express our deepest
thanks for the kindnesses extended !
$1.00). On sale at Carroll's Cut during
our recent bereavement and 1
I
our
appreciation of the floral trlb !
Rate Store, Rorkland. 122Th-tf
1 utes from friends, the town officials 1
and organizations
Fred L. Bums and family.
Waldoboro. Nov. 18.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our friends
and neighbors who have been so kind
during our bereavement, also those
who sent flowers and loaned cars
Mr and Mrs. Frank M. White, Mr.
and Mrs Percy A. White.
Vinalhaven.
*

BURPEES
FUNERAL HOI0IE
Ambulance Service

TURKEY-CHICKEN SHOOT

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

ALL DAY SUNDAY, NOV. 24
Starting at 9 o'clock
WINSTON'S FARM
SOUTH HOPE, ME. ON ROUTE 17
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
140-141

WtWSA
SAMZdCf

THURS. FRI., NOV. 21-22

“THE RAMPARTS
WE WATCH”
FOOD
CHOPPER
from $1.19
Chopper with 2
sizes, feed fooj
easily

HANDY PAN SET
Three High Grade Aluminum
Sauce Pans

“PIER 13”

with
LYNN BARI, LLOYD NOLAN

ROASTING PAN
Special 89c

SUN.-MON., NOV. 21-25
MARLENE DIETRICH
JOHN WAYNE
BRODERICK CRAWFORD

$1.19

Also a fine selection of Alumi
num and high grade Enamel
Roasters.
Holiday
Special
Prices.

“SEVEN SINNERS”

PYREX TEA KETTLE

CHICKEN FRYER

NO SWEETER WAY

$2.95
Clear, as crystal. An asset to
any table

"<&

lowers,

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W

139-149

LB. 16/
ROASTING PORK
LEAN, TENDER
LB. 29/
PORK STEAK CUT FROM NATIVE PIGS
SHORT SHANK
SMOKED SHOULDERS LEAN LB. 14/
BONELESS
WASTELESS
LB. 33/
RUMP STEAK

HOME MADE SAUSAGE .. ...
CUBE STEAK ............... ..
HAMBURG .................... ..
SALT PORK ................. ..

Heavy Cast

$1.69

lb
lb
lb
lb

23c PIG’S LIVER...............
29c BEEF LIVER...............
17c STEWING BEEF..........
10c Pocket Honeycomb TRIPE

CORNED BEEF
MINCEMEAT

FANCY BRISKET
OR THICK RIB

. 2 Ibs
.... lb
. . . . lb
.... lb

19c
15c
17c
15c

23/

LB.

“Z 2 lb jar 23/|COTTAEE CHEESE

lb 10/

SHRIMP, for salads or stew ..tin 11c
GEISHA CRABMEAT.......... tin 21c
SALT HALIBUT FINS.......... lb 15c
SALT FISH BITS............ 3 Ibs 29c

SWEET AND FULL OF JUICE

BEETS or CARROTS, 2 bch 9c

FRESH FROM THE GARDENS OF THE SOUTH

FLORIDA
ORANGES,

PURE ,
VAM/LL

MAGIC
SMOOTH
GRAVY IN

G R AV Y
LJI vrn
Ml A Lrt

j

T^j2oz bo?

X25c
N°

l UMPS

TRULY
A JIFFY
MAGIC
FOR ONE BAKER COUPON AND IOC
OR THREE BAKER COUPONS —

COFFEE
See it fresh ground before your
eyes right to the style of brewing
you prefer. It's fresher!

2 Pounds 25c

TEA

SUGAR......... ’ 10 lbs 50c
OLEO............... 2 Ibs 17c
PURE LARD .... 3 Ibs 25c
MILD CHEESE .... lb 23c
Dried Pearlies 11 oz pkg lie
Peanut Butter,
l!i lb Jar 19c
Lima Beans,
3 tins 25c
Knox Jell.
3 pkgs 10c
Corn Starch,
2 pkgs 10c
Diced Carrots, 3 tins 25c
Post Bran Flakes,
14 oz pkg 14c
Cocoa,
8 oz pkg 5c
Graprnut Flakes 2 pkgs 25c
Apple Sauce,
4 tins 25c
Seedless Raisins, S pkg 15c

21c
lb 5c

WAX BEANS,

LETTUCE 2“15c
BAKER'S.

doz

EXTRA LARGE SEEDLESS

4 for 25c

GRAPEFRUIT,

SODA CRACKERS .... 2 lb box 14c
GRAHAM CRACKERS . 2Ibbox 19c
ASSORTED COOKIES ... 2 Ibs 25c
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF, lge tin 18c
RED CROSS TOWELS .. 3 rolls 25c
NONE SUCH MINCEMEAT........ 2 pkgs 21c
BAKER’S SEMI-SWEET CHIPS, 14 oz pkg 25c
MAINE CORN.............. .....No. 2 tin 9c
PHILADELPHIA SCRAPPLE .......... tin 15c
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Fame brand 2 tins 21c
ASPARAGUS..................... 2 No. 1 tins 29c
BLACK PEPPER. Stickney & Poor, 3 oz pkg 5c
PALMOLIVE SOAP.......... .....2 bars 11c
LUX SOAP.............................. 3 bars 17c
KLEK.............................. 2 lge pkgs 31c
BORAXO.............................. 8 oz tin 15c
MOTOR OIL, Grand Penn ... 2 gallon tin 1.19
DOG FOOD............................... 6 tins 25c

PEACHES,

JX" 2 tins 29c

Stainless Stee' DICH UP

BISCUIT CUTTER
Cuts aud plehs up I
Packed lu special i

Pillsbury's SNO SHEER Cike Flour
For GREATER HOME HEALTH SECUWH. . .

fc^WClOROX
FREE FROM CAUSTIC ond other horah tubttoncos!
BLEACHES . OEOOORIIES • OISINFECTS• AMOVES HtfWROUS STAINS- Even Scorch,Mldew

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP. 3 tns 22c SWEET CIDER............ gal jug 29c
ORANGE MARMALADE . 16 oz jar 12c HI HO CRACKERS............ pkg 17c
APRICOTS, Fame brand .. lge tin 19c PANCAKE FLOUR............ pkg 5c
CORNED BEEF . 12 oz tin 19c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO JUICE 14 oz 7c LIBBY
FAME KETCHUP....... 2 lge bots 25c
FLAKORN Corn Muffin Mix, 2 pkgs 29c CLINTON BAKED BEANS . 3 tins 25c
STRING BEANS or PEAS .. 4 tins 29c ONE PIE SIZE
LEMON LOAF CAKE ..... 2 for 25c PUMPKIN OR SQUASH ... 2 tins 15c
A FINE EATING CRACKER—OR CAN BE USED FOR YOUR TURKEY DRESSING

•• —>
There is no medium for
expressing regard to com
pare with the eloquent lan
guage of Flowers. And the
opportunity for sending a
thoughtful Flower mes
sage is somewhere back in
your mind this minute!
Think — who would be
made happier by receiving
your Floral-expressed sen
timents right now? Just
give us the address!

Thanksgiving Dinner will be
more flavorful and easier to
prepare if you have sufficient
utensils. The newest roasters,
skillets, pie plates, pots, pans
and eoflee makers are on our
shrives in colorful array, just
waiting to help you with all
your meals and put holiday
spirit into your kitchen!

aLso

Also: March of Time No. 2
'•BRITAIN'S R. A. F.”
And the special Warner reel
depicting, as no film has done
so far. the heroic resistance of
beleaguered London—
“LONDON CAN TAKE IT”

CUT FROM
LITTLE PIGS

’/2 lb. pkg. 25c

SATt RDAY ONLY. NOV. S3
PENNY SINGLETON
ARTHUR LAKE, LARRY SIMMS
and DAISY

“BLONDIE
PLAYS CUPID”

PORK CHOPS

A Distinctive Blend of
Orange Pekoe

A new kind of feature picture
produced by the editors of Time
and Life and the staff of The
March of Time, distributed by
RKO Radio Pictures.
“A Must For Every American’

'

Wik-tlutoJ

’

WMINCE MEAT

f

PYREX CASSEROLE

J

CHROME FRAME
There’s a lot of tarty use In
this casserole. We have them
in several sizes—all attractive
assets to any table.

Special $1.19
Ambulance Servici
• ••

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

MHIN ST HURDUJHRES
&

PAINTS-STOVES• KITCHENWARE ;Ei>
“ FORMERLY

VEMIE'<>"

44I MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

—ia

( Vz o

BABY
LUNCH
CRACKER
....
— — . .... -I
!
-» -

3-29/
I.
■ II-..-I

OUR FAMOUS DOUGHNUT ROBOT MAKES FRESH EVBRY HOUR—NOT ONLY PLAIN DOUGH
NUTS BUT CHOCOLATE, CINNAMON, MOLASSES, SUGARED. .
. i .

DOUGHNUTS
THE

2 ■ 29c

PERRY MARKETS

PHONE Q34 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARbE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. Florence Hahn. The next .
meeting will be Dec. 3 with Dr. [
Hilton Proctor of Westbrook Ju
nior College as guest speaker. Each
member may take a guest to this
LOUISE MILLER
meeting.
Correspondent
Mrs. Hazel Miller is visiting ln
£ ft
Cincinnati.
Tel 27
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger of
Philadelphia are at their Main
Mrs. Charles Robertson ar.d Mrs. street home.
Robe-t Mitchell spent the week
Community Garden Club will
end in P 'ton.
meet Friday night. It has been
Tlie Susennah Wesley Society
decided to award prizes for the
meets this afternoon with Mrs. F.
most attractively decorated homes
A. Le >rsa'er.
during the Christmas season. The
Mrs. Port,- Soule has closed her
program committee for the year is
home on Mid street and ls at the
composed of Mrs. Henry Mason,
home o. Mrs. Eudora Miller for
Mrs. Joseph Brooks, Mrs. Ellard
the Winder.
Mank Mrs. Vellis Weaver and
M
and Mrs. Roland Rackliffe
Mrs. Austin Winchenbaugh.
of Rockland have been recent
Herbert Maxey of Winthrop has
guests of X’. and Mrs. Osborne
be r> a recent visitor here enroute
Welt.
to Rockland where he joined Her
MLss Gertrude Newbert visited
bert Newbegin fof a hunting trip.
Monday in Portland.
Several members of Wiwurna
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph has re
Chapter OES attended inspec
turned to Swampscott, Mass., after
tion of the Bristol Mills order Wed
passing several weeks here.
nesday night.
The Bridge Club meeis tonight
From a photo made by Mrs. George Barbour of Sargentville
Mr, and Mrs. Melvin Townsend
with Mrs. William
tnt.
of Bloomfield. N. J., are spending
M s. Tsora Lee is in Beverly,
a short time at their home here. ln Waterville and Augusta recent
Friend. Edith Leslie and Theoda
Mass., to spend the Winter with
ly on business.
Harding at cards.
her sister.
Coach Gladys Milliken is giving
(By Grace S. Bowden)
Mrs. Alice Sheldon and son RichTwenty-one members of the Wo NORTHPORT
mans Club met Tuesday afternoon
The chapel at Brown s Corner . ard were in Bangor on a recent ' The school has received a cer instruction in volleyball to the
at the Community Garden Club was nearly filled at the ‘Go to I visit.
tificate of 100 percent enrollment girls' athletics group and Coach
Carleton Robbins has begun sched
Mrs .Ethel Clark, son Rae. Mr
House. Supt. A. D. Gray was the Church Sunday” gathering of
from the National Educational As uled practice in basketball for the
guest speaker and chose as sub Grand View Grangers and their j and Mrs. I. O. Hills and daughter
sociation.
boys' group
ject. "Education in a Democracy." families last Sunday. In the ab ' Isabelle spent the weekend with
Principal and Mrs. Williapi D.
Miss Gladys Miliken spent the
His able handling of the subject sence of the regular preacher, Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Martin in Sulli- j
Hall celebrated their 33rd wedding' weekend in Lewiston at the home
held the close attention of his au Reid Howse, the Baptist minister , van.
dience. Tea was served by the of Belfast. Rev. Willard Foote gave | Clayton Richards, son of Mr and anniversary Saturday. Mrs. John! 0( her sister. Mrs. Lawrence Kim
I Mrs. George Richards is or.e of thc Vogell presented them with a wed- j ban. where she was joined by her
hostesses. Mrs. Ida Stenger, Miss the sermon.
ding carte decorated with a minia father. Carl E. Milliken.
Dora Oay, Mrs. Hazel Miller and
Melvin Wood and Rae Clark were lucky hunters in this vicinity,
Vice Principal Jasper F. Crouse
i "Betty, the Girl O' My Heart" the ture bride and groom. In the eve
successful three-act comedy drama ning they entertained Emma Mc- is to speak at the Christian Assogiven by members of Grand View Cullough. Elizabeth DeShon, Ethel i CiatiOn meeting this week on the
i subject "The World in Focus."
Grange in September will be re
peated at Sunlight Grange Hall. Belfast as marshal and Master i Helen Hackett is to lead devotions
Knox, for the benefit of the Farm Walter J. Staples of Belfast as ■ American Education Week and
Children's Book Week were fittingBureau in that vicinity. The cast chaplain.
installed were: W M. Everett ly observed by the school. Many
will also play in Searsport for the
benefit of the Methodist Aid Sew Bird, S W„ Lcelan Frost; J. W.,' parents and friends visited the
Melvin E. Wood; secretary. Clyde, Laboratory School where interesting Circle.
THE WORLD S LARGEST STOVE STORE
William Curtis and family have Flanders; marshal. Kenneth Wy- I ir.g units of work are in progress,
man: chaplain. Isaac Hills; 8. and J. I Mrs. Susan Hadlock. school secmoved to Poor's Mills. Belfast.
Maintains one of their 300 factory store and display
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Munroe, Stewards. Lionel Flanders and Ira retary. who has been sepnding her
Mrs. William J Munroe of Lincoln Hodgdon; S. and J. Deacons C. E. vacation in New York, has re
rooms at
ville Beach and Mrs. Melvin E. Drinkwater and Fred Betts; tyler. turned to her duties.
304 Water Street.
Augusta, Maine
The Freshman Class has anWood were Bangor visitors last Fred Mitchell.
nounced
the advent of a new
Supper
was
served
by
Beach
Thursday.
FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS A SPECIAL CREDIT CHECK GOOD
Miss Madeline Mahoney has re Chapter, O.ES tc about 90 guests. school paper to be known as The
FOR v 00 WILL BE ALLOWED ON THE PURCHASE OF ANY
Cabin Boy." so named because the
turned home from New Orleans. A Grange Honor
KALAMAZOO STOVE. HEATER. ETC., WHICH SELLS FOR
school annual is called "The Pilot ’.
La., where she has been employed.
MORE THAN SSO.OO. A COOK STOVE AS LOW’ AS S65.85. A
Waldo County Pomona has been The editor-in-chief is Helen Prim
BOTTLE OR CITY GAS COMBINATION, $104.60.
John Ingles of Hudson, N. V.. is
invited by the State Master F. Ar- rose. Cape Rozier, assistant editor,
visiting
his
son
Mervin
Ingles.
W’e save you up to $30.00 on any comparable stove, by selling
Rae Clark attended the Older aine Richardson, to work the fifth Leah Graham. Brooklin. literary
direct to you. No dealer profits to pay for.
Boys' Conference held In Bangor degree at the annual Grange meet editor, Myrtle Condon. Brooksville,
ing to be held in Bangor Dec. 2-5. and business manager, Bradley
We have 150 models of rook stoves, which include straight CoalNov. 15-17.
Wood-Oil-Electric and Gas Stoves. Also Electric Combination,
This is a distinct honor and has Bunker. Franklin.
Masonic Installation
coal. wood, or ml stoves. This stove has a dual oven in which you
created intense interest in this
can bake either by electricity or coal, wood or oil. This is a fea
A semi-public installation of Ex vicinity as the Master and Pomona
ture hard to find in any other electric combination stove. We
celsior Lodge F.A.M. was held Fri are residents here, and Mr Ames1 NORTH HAVEN
also have a bottled and city gas combination coal, wood and oil
day with Deputy Orand Moulton of is past master of Grand View
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Greenlaw,
range with this feature. We have 15 models of cabinet heaters,
Brooks as installing officer assisted Grange.
j Mrs. Maynard Greenlaw and son
which include several styles of coal and w ood also pot and sleeve
The officers are: Master, Robie1 Donald are on a motor trip and
by past master Horace Coombs of
type oil heaters, which heat from 3 to 7 rooms. Our furnaces
Ames. Northport; overseer, Leland 1--------------------------------------------come in eil ei square blue finished or round galvanized casings,
Nickerson. Lincolnville; lecturer,
i ese furna
have l.iany special features and are made of new
Lizzie McKeen Belfast; steward, O
gray cast iron. C ompare these with other makes and you will
I want a man who has a real
B. Hunter, Thorndike; assistant)
»ome t< ie conclusion. Our factory trained engineers will gladly
ambition to get busy and make
steward, Sidney Johnson. Waldo;
l 'sure your home, make plans and give you an estimate of a
some money. He can be from
chaplain, Lenora Wellman. Bel
heating system, that will really heat your home, because it will
25 to 65—his earnings should
be designed for your particular house. When it comes to hot air
be from $30 to $60 weekly the lmont: treasurer Fred Gay. Morrill; Without Calomel — And You’ll Jump Out ol
Leafing we have this to offer—10 years' experience as a leader in
secretary-, Cora Gay, Merrill; gate
Bed in the Morning Rarin* to Go
first year, with opportunities of
our field. To reach this point, the American people must have
keeper Arthur Martin, South Mont
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice
advancement.
your bowels every day. If this bile is
felt th. • we had something unusual to offer, because they are
ville; Pcmona. Mary Ames North- Into
not flowing freely, your food may not di
Factory leads furnished.
responsible for our success. After alt. regardless of what anyone
port; Ceres, Elsie Nickerson, Un- gest It may just decay in the bowels. Then
says, thc-e ir just one thing as good as experience and that is
Want to be comfortable and 'colnvllle: Flora. Amber Hunter. gas bloats up your stomach. You get con
stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
experience. Folio— the crowd to our display rooms. 1.600.000
happy? You can be. Phone for
Thorndike; lady assistant Blanche looks punk.
satisfied customers cannot be wrong. Letter or inquiries promptly
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
appointment.
Tel. 1760 or
Johnsen, Waldo: executive commit Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flow
answered.
write Kalamazoo Stove Co., 304
ing freely to make you feel "up and up.”
tee
for
three
years.
Edward
Evans.
140*lt
Water St.. Augusta. Me.
Get a package today. Take as directed.
| Waldo; pianist, Annie M. Frost, Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
for Carter’s Little Liver Pills. 10c and 25<,
Belfast.

A View of Eggemoggin Reach

WAT DOBORO

At Castine Normal

KALAMAZOO STOVE
& FURNACE CO.

WAKE UP YOUR
1 LIVER BILE-

MISS

nost exciting, most worth-seeing low• The i of this year is easily the big new *<«<*•
price car re entirely new, big in measure and masbodies a
ooks Interiors are the roomiest among
sive in 1 ng low-price cars for ’41. Seating width
all leadi to 7 inches wider than ever before! And

as low as

$756

and delivered in

FORD

jr the Best “Deal” in Town
'OUR LOCAL FORD DEALER!

Completely

equipped

ROCKLAND

FOR 1941

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475
rOVK

FOOO

PCAtCM

WALDOBORO, MAINE TELEPHONE 61
FIRST

FOR

r a ft

at

SENTER-CRANE'S

ALENA L STARRETTT
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 40

TOYLAND

Esten Blake and Miss Lucy In
galls of Augusta were weekend
guests of Mrs. Ellen Wellman and
Maurice Wellman in> North War
ren.
Mrs. May Starrett of Portland,
formerly of this town is a surgical
patient at the Maine General Hos
pital in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace,
Mrs. Bertram Blackington, Mrs.
Ansel Hilt, of this town and Mrs.
Montell Ross of Waldoboro motored
fr
there Friday.
Miss Marion Wallace, student at
the Portland school of Fine and
Applied Arts, who spent the week
end at her home in North War
ren, returned Sunday to Portland,
with Mrs. Chester Wallace. Mrs.
Flora Jones. Miss Marion Camp
bell. and Vernal Wallace.
After the stated meeting of Ivy
Chapter, OJSB.. Friday several
pupils of the Intermediate school
under the direction of their teach
er. Mrs. Ethel Griffin, gave a play,
"A Strange Encounter." with this
cast: Joyce Butler. Alice Marie
Griffin and Willis Berry. Evan
geline Barbour. Ruth Pease, and
Elizabeth Robinson. Violin duets
II f li'ihl I/iihi till (Ihiistinns
were played by Alice M. Griffin and
Willis Berry, with Mrs. Roland
Berry, the accompanist. Willis Berry
played a violin solo, and six chil
Don't wait until the selection
dren sang the “Flag Song.”
Rev. W. S Stackhouse will de
is limited and
liver the seventh and final ser
mon on the series on "Soul." Sun
the delivery is uncertain
day morning at the Baptist Church
this entitled "The Victory of the
Soul. At 7 the sermon subject
will be “The Story the Candles
Tell,” which will be a lesson from
the candles, of which there will "gg—1---- —
be hundreds of all sizes, shapes. , n
L J ’ P 1
and quality.
A small lighted In fcVOTybOQy SVOlUIlin
candle will be given each person
------------------ - —-—.
CANVAS tcp tarpaulin lost between
attending the service, to see how
Naum
and Adams
and Crescent
Beach. J. E BRADBURY, Tel 1170-1
many will be able to get home AA/ANTFIj
________________________________
140 142
with the candle still lighted. This_______________________________
V-8.
red.
hub
cap
found
on
St.
service promises to be most color
EXPERIENCED girl
for general
Oeorge R.i Inquire at The Courier
housework wanted to go to Mass
ful and direct in its example. plain
Gazette
139*141
cooking, small family, prefer girl
Church school will meet at noon who could drive car. but not neceaand the Baptist Young People's ! s ry
„WrLt,e °r
Union at 6 oclock.
140*142
Order of worship Sunday at I wanted: Man with car tor profit”
1929 FORD Sedan for aale. rood con
the Congregational Church will
dition NORMAN KALLOCH. 43 Lovebe: At 1030 a. m. "Thanks With Rawlelghs. Dept MEK-73-101. Albany Joy 81 Tel 218 R
140*142
Giving,'' and at 7 p. m. "The Phil- 1 w Y______________________ HOMt
GIRLS 8onja Henle White ah^e
osophy of Jesus." Church school a
skutes for sale size 5. Excellent con
Will meet at 9.30 a. rn.
j The Courier-Gazette
140*142 dition Thqulre 40 GRACE ST. 140*142
WHITE enameled Ice box for aale in
The Pilgrim Club Will meet
COOK wanted. 110; four hou«ekeeo-

is OPEN
NOW IS THE TIME

to select

Larger and More
Expensive

TOYS

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

Mondav nigm
night wiui
with miss
\Iiss Theresa
maids.
$5. $10
Monaa)
ineresa , „<*rR;
80 H5 ,gh
gt B#th>

Huntley, who win be the leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brewster
and
nf Rocxiana.
Rockland
ana Mrs
Mrs Relic
Bene Tvlpr
ixier 01
have been guests of Mrs. Annie
Watte.
Seventeen deer have been tagged,
three' to be added to last week's
list: Arnold Castner. doe; Ira
Perry buck; and Sherbourne Kal
loch. doe. There are eight more
days
of open season in this county.
......
Waldoboro High School student
council wlU give an exchange assembly program at Warren High
school Friday morning instead of
having Warden John Webh of the
State Prison speak as had been
1 planned. Mr. Welch, who is called
to Augusta on business that day
will address the assembly at a
later date.

w,nt

LOW-COST

FINANCINO

MRS
725 HAWLEY
140-it

gte>dy enlploymfnt

\ tor 1910 1941 in a reliable local busine-s
wr
,tf with
p Q local
Box dealers' connections,
Me

140-142
HOUSEKEEPING position wanted for
e’.derlv couple or one alone
Write
THIRZA MacQUARIE. Thomaston
_______________________________ 139*141
WOULD like to hear from reliable
men we can train to overhaul, install
and service Air Conditioning and Re
frigerating Equipment. Muat be Me
eh clcn’ly Inclined
No Interference
with present occupation. For interview write at once giving name, ad^T“rnngr1»r-oUJi^7IES IWST139-141

j

SECOND hand stroller wanted, muat
be ln good condition: reasonable.
Write to "W R
care The CourierGazette^_______________________ 139-141
NEW apartment to let. Four rooms
and bath Heated, hot water, electric
io67?jl‘afd,{.?S5Bp' No children TEL
______________ p. m___________ 139* 140
IF you like to draw sketch or Paint
aee Talent Test ad ln Miscellaneous
column
136*140
Rescued After Exposure
I furniture wanted to upholster.
Edwin
and Stdelivered
tuain Jj Kalloch
Kauocn. 92
az. was
was treated
treated called
rao 19forBlreb
Tel 212.T
w JjjiFI.EM*ij6 tf

for exhaustion and exposure Tuesday night by Dr. Judson P. Lord,
after having been taken to the
home of Axel Erkkila from the
shore of North Pond, where he
had been lying with cramps in his
legs for nearly two hours, after
darkness had fallen .
Mr. Kalloch had been on he
pond in the Erkkila boat since 3
in the afternoon-searching for his
canoe which apparently had drift
ed from where he had beached lt.
due to the high water. Just as
he was about to step ashore at 5
o'clock by the Erkkila landing he
was seized with such leg cramps
that he fell into the shallow water
by the pond's edge.
He had managed to pull himself
out of the water, but was unable
to stand. He called for help until
finally he was located by Chester
Wallace, and Vernal Wallace, who
with the aid of William Burgess,
Sr.. Prank Silonen and Mr Erkkila.
carried him to the Erkkila home
where he was treated for chill.

Prices start

runs up >
Ford ride, a soft and quiet
there’s i ride like none you’ve ever tried. Come in
big-car
and dri ve it...

WARREN

vacation period on the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of
Medfield. Mass., were ln town Sat
urday to attend the funeral of Irv
ing Grant.
Misses Beatrice MilLs and Mary
Huse. students at Kents HiU. were
in town for the weekend.
Mrs. Augustus Whitmore who
has been very ill is improving.
Irving Grant
Thiough the sudden death of
Irving Grant which occurred Nov.
13 this town lost one of its most
h'ghly respected citizens, a kind
neighbor who was always ready
with a helping hand whenever
needed. Although able to attend
to his work. Mr. Grant had not
been in the best of health for thc
past few years but his sudden
death which occurred in his power
boat came as a great shock to his
family and community.
Mr. Grant was born at Bartletts
Harbor in the homestead which is
now owned by Mrs. D. W. Morrow.
He was educated in the local public
schools and his boyhood days were
spent here. His life's work had
consisted of various occupations
but for many years he had done
farming and was so occupied at
the time of his dearh.
Ip August IflOl he was married

———
„ ,
,
,
10 Bessle Waterman of this place
and their flrst housekeeping was
at the homestead where Mr Grant
i was born. In April 19C6 they
moved to the HoUis Leadbetter
farm where they resided for 34
years. Two sons were born of this
union, Owen and LawTence. both
of whom survive. Mr. Grant is
also survived by hts wife, one sister.
Eva Grant; one brother. Hubert;
also two grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted
by Rev. Kenneth Cook Saturday
afternoon from the old church at
Pulpit Harbor. The floral tributes
bespoke plainly the high esteem
ln which the deceased was held.
The bearers were: Frank Sampson.
Lloyd Whitmore, Ray Beverage.
Vernon Beverage. Alton Calder
wood and Garnet Thornton. Burial
was in the Crabtree cemetery.
Those from out of town to at
tend the funeral were: Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Jordan of Medfield
I and Mrs. May Carver of Conway.
N. H.

I

UNION
Nazarene Church Notes

|
j

!
|

good condition. TEL 543-R or call et
77 Summer St
139*141
ONE modem white enamel gaa stove
for sale good as new: also dinette set.
Bargain tor quick sale 48 Talbot Ave .
TEL_781-3______________________ 139 141
FLORENCE two-burner parlor heat
er for sale: excellent condition VIR
GIL L. MORSE JR . North Waldoboro
_______________________________ 139-141
EIGHT young geeae for sale MAU
RICE AKLHOLM. Box SO. Warren
__________ ____________________ 138*140 _
CRAWFORD range for sale, with
grate*, linings and oven O.K O M
CLARKE. West Rockport.
139*141
FURNACES Installed ln your home
with a guarantee to heat each room
No charge for estimates
Pipeless
furnaces made to heat each room at
an even temperature. P A CLARKE
We-t Rockport Tel. 1318______ 139*141
NATIVE fresh dre sed Capons, while
they last, average 7-10 lbs
TF'
2®-2_^______________________ 139*141
TWO fox hounds females, for sale.
Walkers, tte years old. not broken; 2
Shophlre Rams. registered. V. T.
JOHNSON. Chlckawaukle Pond Road,
'-'•v
138*143
SKIS—pair 7-ft . rldge-top skis, with
bindings, tor sale TEL WARREN 26-4
_______________________________ 138-140
DRY hard wood. 4 ft 97 50. Junks.
12 or 16" 49 JAMES MOODY. Union.
Tel. Union 9-4
138*140
1932 FORD Coupe and one cat'l*
trailer for sale. H H WALDRON. 68
Holmes street. Tel 68-W
138-140
SHOT guns and rifles for sale,
reasonably priced. COMONINN CAFE
Arthur S Smalley. Prop 239 Main St..
City
131*142
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 91 b
S->wcd. 4140; long. 41 30 M B ft C <
PERRY. Tel 487_________________ 132LEHIGH Valley stove and nut co
for sale. 414.50; Pocahontas lumj
soft 49. fitted dry hard wood. 41.50 1
J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 6
132D Ot H nard coat egg stove mn
414 50 per ton. del Household soft coal
48 per ton, del Nut else New River soft
not «rre»D<-d 49 ton del.: screened, |10
ton del M B * C O PERRV f1«
Main St.. Tel. 487.
132 tf

MISCELLANEOUS
HASKELL Bros. Local and Long
Distance Moving 45 Main St. TEI, 25
Storage._____________________ 139*144
IF YOU like to draw, sketch or paint
—write for talent test (no Fee I Give
age and occupation. BOX F ’ ’
care Courier-Oazette.
136*140
MEN. Women I Want vim?-Stimu
lants, tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up
bodies lacking vitamin B-l. Iron, Cal
cium. PMosphbrus Oet 35c size Ostrex
today Erst package satisfies or m-'ker refunds low price
Call, write C
H MOOR ft CO. and all othe* *<w|
drug stores
135*141

, A solo “Above the Bright Blue"
was sung Sunday morning by Mrs.
Helen Carnier. At the close of the
TENEMENT of six rooms with flu*h
Bible School lesson study birth
to let at 137 Broadway. Apply 8.7 PARK
day candles were lighted for Ed ST_____________________________ ITO-tf
ward Cramer. The closing hymn
HEATED furnished rooms to let.
"Will Jesus Find us Watching?” was MRS STOCKBRIDGE. 41 Limerock S'
140*142
sung by the entire school. The
,
TWO-room furnished apt., lights,
evening evangelistic message by the hot water, use of bath. Adults onlv.
pastor was on the subject, “The Garage for storage 23 Cedar St TEI
1148-J_______________________ 139-141
Soul that Sinneth, it shall die."
FOUR-room apartment to let ga
The monthly Missionary meet rage 50 Mechanic St.. TEL S^-M
139 141
ing was held Tuesday at the home of
TO lease—Modern Esso Ser'lce Sta
Mrs. Dwight Cummings. Thc new tion,
Main St.. Rockland TEI. 680
study book "India's Open Door" ___ ______________________ ____ _ 139-141
was commenced.
FIVE-room house to let. modem
conveniences: centrally located. In
Worship Sunday will be at 10 quire MRS EVELYN SNOW. 8 Green
139 tf
o’clock; Bible School 11.15; N. Y. St. Thomaston.
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. TEL
P. S„ 6; evening service at 7. The 579-W.
MRS FLORA COLLINS 136-tf
Bible School lesson subject is "At
FOUR-room heated apartment to let;
titudes Toward the Gospei Mess bath Furnished lf desired 7 Elliot
133-tf
age." The aim of this lesson is to St,. TEL. Thomaston 24
UNFURNISHED apartment to let
“Prepare our hearts to receive the Four
rooms and bath . Call at 12
Word of God.”
Knox St., or TEL 156 W
132-tf
The N.Y.P.S. will have a Thanks
SMALL unfurnished apt. to let. EL
25 North Main 8t..
.. ......... .. .................
~
giving Service. The leader will be COLLINS,
629-M.
130
Evelyn Danforth and the song
THREE-room furnished apartment to
service will be in charge of Robert let.
at ------12 WARREN ST., or 11
* Apply
‘
132 tf
Cunningham. A special number JAME8 ST.
will be sung by the young people’s
quartet.
Subscribe to The CowterOMetw

TO LET

VINALHAVEN
ftftftft
MRS OSCAR C. IANS
Correspondent
Robert Littlefield arrived Sun
day for a 10 days leave from Uie
Naval Training Station at New
port, R. I.
Maurice Teele, returned Satur
day to Whitinsville, Mass.
Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs Post,
A. L„ meets tonight. Supper chefs,
David Duncan. Albert Carver and
Hanley Dyer will serve a clam
stew.
Mother and Daughter Club Will
meet Friday night with Mrs. Jen
nie Maher.
Mrs. Irving Fifield has returned
from a few days stay in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nichols"'and
daughters Bernadette and Margaret
came Monday from Kenr.ebynk.
called by the illness and death of
Mrs. Nichols' mother, Mrs. Charles
E. Smith. Mrs. Smith's son. Wen
dell Smith also came from Whit
insville. Mass.
Mrs. William Bray went Tues-

‘ day to Danvers, Mass., where Mr.
' Bray and son Parker, have employ
ment as carpenters.
Mrs. Ralph Robinson was re
cently given a pleasant surprise
by a group of friends, a social eve
ning was enjoyed and Mrs. Robin
son was the recipient of several
gifts. Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Annie Beverage of North
Haven has been guest of her
brother Freeman Leadbetter at
Sunny Acres, the past week.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker was hos
tess Tuesday to the Knit-Wits.
Miss Erdine Calderwood visited
I Monday in Rockland.
Mrs. Ada Rogers, picked a scar
let rambler rose and other flowers
! from her garden Nov. 17.
| Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will
' meet tonight.
O.E.S. Observes Thanksgiving

Marguerite Chapter, O£S. met
Monday night. After the ceremon
ies the entertainment committee
' presented a Thanksgiving one-act
play entitled “Turkey Red." The
stage setting was a home scene
with a rosey glow of the open fire
typical Southern scene.
The cast was Elva Teele. Eliza-

SALAD!
■ ncy uu iviaiNC

■

iiiwc.

i ta

TEA-BAGS

PILLSBURY’S
PANCAKE FLOUR
/S
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—a special blend of four finequality flours—no wonder it makes
SUC*’ llght’ tender’ delicious pan-

cakes! Ready-prepared — simply
a(jd milk or water!

Remember Pillsbury’s Buckwheat Pancake Flour, Too!

ton and Edw. Arnold left Monday
on a three-day hunting trip in
Princeton.
Wilbur Loud has returned from
And Ate Poisoned Bait
Pratt Clinic in Boston where he
—
Vinalhaven’s Famous
received treatment.
Mink
Club Still Lives
Mr. Curtis of Casco is passing
the Winter with his son at the
Twelve old mink gathered in the
Ervine house.
Mink Den at Firemen's Hall Sun
beth Ross. Lois Webster. Dorothy
The American Legion is holding day night and although thelr teeth
Billings. Josephine Clayter and
Cora Peterson. The parts were well a dance every Friday at the Bris were not as sharp as in younger
days and they may have been a bit
interpreted and the play much en tol Town hall.
Cabot Poland is making exten grizzled and gray around the head,
joyed by the large audience.
Two tableaux were shown— sive repairs to hls house; Gran still their hearts were young and
“America" by Josephine Clayter ville Osier and George Pedley of their spirits blithe as they gathered
and World War Veterans. Joseph j Round Pcr.d are doing the carpen round the round table, ate of the
poisoned bait, and told stories of
Headley and G. Ernest Arey with ter work.
the
famous club ot long ago.
Elanch Kittredge, soloist; and
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Colby and
There was only one member in
“Star Spangled Banner" was sung daughter Connie spent the week
by the entire company as the end with Mr. and Mrs. Oordon in town who did not attend, and the
rest of the gang are getting ready
spot light was turned on the large Damariscotta.
to tar and feather him for it. If
flag. Mrs. Ola Ames was pianist.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFar
Mrs. Ralph Brcwr. read "Grace land were supper guests Friday of it ever happens again, his pelt will
on Thanksgiving" by Phyllis Hay Mr. and Mrs. Eastman Smith in stretch on the ridgepole of next
year's mink den.
den.
Damariscotta.
A super-delicious clam stew was
Lunch was served, the tables In
Mrs. Stanford Tukey and son
keeping with Thanksgiving. The who have been spending the Sum prepared by Mink “Hooker" Clay
dinner chairman, Mrs. Hilma mer with Mrs Tukey's parents will ter, and this with the traditional
Webster was assisted by Cora move to Pemaquid Falls this week date pie, served as the main part of
the eating program. During sup
Peterson, Elizabeth Ross. Elva for the Winter.
per the old secret knock came at
Teele, Lois Webster. Dorothy Bill
Mr and Mrs. Carleton Farrar
ings. Josephine Clayter, Margie and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Reaves the door anti upon Investigation it
was leund that High Minky Mink
Chilles and Muriel Chilles.
have taken thc Andy Little house Walter "Shag” Ingerson had come
at Bristol Mills for the Winter.
Mrs. Lida E. White
to make an official visit. He was
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Search are resplendent ln the robes of hls
Lida E„ widow of Daniel E.
ln
Philadelphia
for
a
two
weeks
White, died suddenly at her heme
offlce. and hls official garments
Nov. 15. She was born ln this visit with Mr Search family.
were inscribed with all the signs
Mrs. William Harvey after spend and symbols of the old secret order.
town 81 yeans ago. daughter of
ing
a
few
days
the
past
week
at
Horatio and Elizabeth iHubbard)
No matter liow many times the
her Summer home here, was called old stories are told or how many are
Pierce.
Mrs. White was a true Christian home to Massachusetts by the ill the years that pass over thelr heads,
woman and a member of Union ness of her husband Dr. Harvey.
the meeting of the Minks 1s always
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brackett good for a delightful evening and
Church for many years, an active
worker. In Union Church Circle. ! spent Monday in Portland.
brings back many a happy memory.
Congratulations are extended to
She was a charter member of
Letters were received from Minks
Ocean Bound Rebekah lodge and Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase on Harvey Webster, Winter Haven,
Past Noble Grand of thel order, their recent marriage. Mr. and jFla.. L. E. Williams. East Wey
and was a member of Gclden Red Mrs. Chase plan to make thelr mouth Mass, Fred W. Morong.
Chapter O.ES. of Rockland where home in this town.
South Portland; Chester Dyer,
In the recent storm and high North Haven, and Lyford W. Arey,
with her family she was a resident
several years. The last years of tide Philip Reilly's boat went adrift Chicago. A telephone call also was
her life were spent here where she j during the night but was rescued received from Clyde O. Ames. North
will be greatly missed as a kind by several of the local fishermen I Haven.
friend and devoted mother.
All m all the 33d anniversary of
I this famous Institution ln VinalhaShe is survived by two sons,
Frank M White and Percy A.
, ven legend, was a prime success,
White of this tewn; two .sisters.
i Members present were S. L. Wins
Mrs Rachel Gove of Auburn ar.d
low. M. E. Telman, E. J. Clayter,
Mrs. Margaret Ccombs of this
W. H Ingerscn. V. H. Shields, F.
place; • grandchildren. Edward T.
F. Ames, F E Healey. W. C. Wlnsllow. V II. Mossman. A. F Creed,
White of Newburgh. N Y. Vir
ginia. Marion and Priscilla White
j C. C. Webster, and O. V. Drew.
of this town and a great-grandson
This list Includes a selectman, a
Walter White of Newburgh; also
• chief of the fire department, a phy
several nieces ar.d nephews.
sician. a postmaster, and some of
Funeral services were conducted
the most successful business men
Monday from Union Church. Rev.
of Vinalhaven so perhaps the Mink
Kenneth Cook officiating. Ocean
Club wasn't such a bad organlza- I
tJifi. eVi/udunto calf
Bcund Rebekah Lodge attended in
tlon after all.
a body. Beautiful, floral tributes
bore silent testimony of the love
and towed to the Harbor. The
and esteem in which she was held.
craft was considerably damaged.
The bearers were A. A Peterson
Mrs. Elden Morton Is in a Bath
ta
vU>c
.
Allston Roberts. David Duncan
hospital where she Is suffering
and H A. Townsend Interment
from an eye infection.
Send for FREE recipe book Addrett Rum
was in the family lot at. John Car
ford Baking Powder — Boa F. Rumford, R I
Mr. and Mrs. Manley Gilbert
ver cemetery.
have moved to the rent formerly
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Augustus
Tukey, Mr Tukey having recently
bought the Edna Hanna house and
moved there.
Mrs Jennie Leeman and Mrs.
Jessie Thompson have been con
ducting the Red Cress drive and
have been successful in gaining
many new members.
Mrs. Thelma Carter has been
substituting at the elementary
school during Mrs. Brackett's ill
ness.
William McIntyre of Oardiner
was In town Saturday calling on
friends.
Mrs. Jennie Leeman will be the
hostess at the beano party Wednes
day at the Willing Worker hall.
Frank Geyer died at hls home
early Monday morning after a six
weeks' illness.

NEW HARBOR

Told Old Stories

Mrs. Lettie Bailey entertained
the Willing Workers last Thurs
day at their club house
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey visited
relatives in Wiscasset recently.
M F. MacFarland, Hiram Mcr-

ARMOURS STAR Pure Pork Sausage

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADs
WORK WOMIFRS

New Undtr-arm

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
• uf
t AW-lUAT
' ' L I FL 1 ’ • •'?.

,

• It,

. ■«

•.■ ■ ' —
• *

■•• .• •... , ,• J

^JHNE FOODS

The HOLIDAY

i

PURE

RAISINS
(SEEDED tttalK)
SEED 3pu::19c
LESS

MARGARINE
LBS.

DAINTY IELL

ASSORTED

I'INAST
BREAD
M4 LB. BAG

nmn|»

2 'tins* 15c
J DOZ 23c

ONE PIE SQUASH
DO-NUTS PLAIN OR SUGARED

DROMEDARY PITT« 0AT“ 2
FANCY PLUMP
CURRANTS
CALIFORNIA
PINEAPPLE
S^19c
DOLE'S JUICE

25c

JQC

II oi PKG
*6 OZ TIN

22c

2 PKGS 29c
EDUCATOR CRAX
CAMPBELL'S wmato soup 3 tm 23c

7nL-"*lO®
’/4 OZ
Pk9

Meaty

73c

(7 oi
OCEAN SPRAY CRJAU«,n 2 TIN
21c
BELL'S POULTRY SEASONING PKG 9c
MOXIE PRICE POR CONTENTS j2 BOTS 25C

PITTED
DATES
FINAST
Plump

JpKGsJOC

FLAVORS

FLOUR

MINCE
MEAT
BRAND ’“pk9^C

15c
17c

2
2

LARD
OLEO

FANCY PLUMP

COMMON CRACKERS LBP*G 19c
MILLBROOK KOLA & 6
23c

MILD
CHEESE
MILD
WHOLE
MILK

LB

10c

FINAST SQUASH

GRAPEFRUIT FANCYSECTIONS 2 TINS 21c
MARMALADE PUREM,RABEL lb jar 17c
APRICOTS WHOLE UNPEELED 30 oi TIN 17c

VAC

TOMATO JUICE

HERE

ARE

REALLY

FRESH

HAVE

COFFEES

25c

3

PLENTY

OF

FRESH

BREAD

GROUND JUST IHE WAY YOU WANT IT

FOR TURKEY STUFFING .nd EXTRA GUESTS

Richmond
2 .*£2 5c Hl
Oldc Style or Long Loaf
John Alden ItiltR
Kybo SUPERB BLEND 2«A&s33C
LOAVES
Copley PACKED*
TIN 21C

I4P

4 FRUIT CAKES ►
◄ FOR PIE MAKING ►
,ls!..25c Cake
Flour ....
SSS
$e
el5«
Dark Fruit
__________
____
___
De Luxe CWrX»d* ' LB '* -49c Marvo Shortening LB TIN 14c
De Luxe FRUITS1 NUTS Vo? 99c Flako Pie Crust 8 ei PKG 14<

Cream Deodorant

Stops Perspiration

FRUITCOCKTAIL

MINCE MEAT

CUBE SHAPED FRUIT CUTS - 5 KINDS

ALREADY fOR THE PIE

Finast ^sic 2™" 23c

Richmond

1. Does

not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Atrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering fot
being harmless to fabrics.
23 MILLION jars oi Arrid
have bean told. Try a jartodayl

Armour s CLOVtnBLUUM BUIItK
For the table, fot making good food
taste better, use thc butter that tastes so
fresh and sweet today—and that keeps
its freshness iongeb.
Remember to order cloverbloom
butter! The rigid keeping-quality
test protects yout table. This superb
butter is rich in the
vitamins that build
healthy, sturdy
bodies!

Just remember to
order Armour's Sur
Bacon by name —
and get the bacon that “tastes just twice
as good"! You'll be delighted with the
delicious flavor of this selected lean
meat, skilfully cured and hickory-smoked
according to Armour's two exclusive,
secret processes.
Your first taste shows you why Star
Bacon is first choice among good cooks
everywhere!

Enjoy its fresh, pure pork
richness at your
Thanksgiving Dinner
Thanksgiving's coming ... with turkey ...
dressing ... all the fixings. And here's a
Thanksgiving flavor tip; Armour's Star
Pure Pork Sausage makes turkey dressing
twice as rich and tasty! Yes, a Star Pprk
Sausage Dressing, sizzling hot and hearty,
adds a wealth of zesty
flavor to your Thanks
giving feast. That’s be
cause this famous pure
pork sausage is made
fresh every day in
Armour's gleaming sau
sage kitchens!...It pays to
say “Armour's Star Pure
Available both in Link
Pork Sausage, pleaSe”.
and Built

ARMOUR'S STAR MEATS
71*11 MARR

I

w'

ARRID
ajar (aUo ,n lo/ and 59fjarw,
1

At

,6o*TIN 10c

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island. Ar. 6.00
fi.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland.
119-tf
l«

PKG

IK

LB.

BAG

EVANGELINE

TALL

EVAPORATED

TINS

GAL. JUG

SMOKED—SHORT SHANK LEAN

5 TO 8 LB.
AVE.

FRUITS

FLORIDA—LARGE SIZE

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Ilaut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

Borden's

27c

SUGAR 25 £ $1.25 10 51c
27c
MILK
4
29c
SWEET CIDER
15c
SHOULDERS
7;.:,/

ROCKLAND, ME.

qt jar
NONE
SUCH

FINE GRANULATED
LR.
BAG

filing toilet gnnda

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Whipple's

GRAPEFRUIT

IB.

VEGETABLES

6 ro" 19c

FANCY COOKING

CARROTS 2 bch 13c
NATIVE
2 bch 25c |
FLORIDA
CELERY
ORANGES 2 doz 45c CRISP

APPLES

5 lbs 17c

EMPEROR

GRAPES
2 lbs 13c SPINACH
NATIVE
CRANBERRIES lb 21c SQUASH
ICEBERG
LETTUCE 2 for 17c TURNIP
PRICES ROCKLAND. ROCKPORT. CAMDEN ONIA

3 lbs 17c
4 lbs 10c
4 lbs 10c
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the Knox Hospital suddenly Sun
; 259; Estes, 254; Prescott, 259; RackI lift, 269; total, 1281.
day night by ambulance.
Arthur A. O'Keefe left this i
1 High School (I)—Gross, 248;
A A
A A
A
morning for Cincinnati where he I
A
*
Farrington. 266; Evelyn Willis, 249;
will spend a few months.
V, Willis, 248; Ward, 258; total,
NAOMA MAYHEW
The Outing Club frolic and feast j
1267.
Correspondent
will take place tonight at the Ma
Soule (4)—Kent, 233; Beaulieu,
sonic hall.
243; Quint, 229; Savitt, 236; Soule,
Tel. 713
244; total, 12C5.
The Dandylion Club met with
Mrs. Joseph Rcgnier Tuesday I
Thomaston (1)—Doherty, 254;
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vose ofI mght with 14 members present,
Lakeman, 225; Stetson, 227; R.
Thomaston were dinner guests | Following a business meeting, reFeyler, 239; G. Feyler, 252; total,
Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. Clifton freshments were served.
I 1197.
Blake.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crockett and
The late match of the evening
The Baptist Philathea Class will daughter Evelyn arrived
By R. F. W.
this
gave McKinney's team a one-pin
meet Friday night with Mrs. morning from New York, Mr.
win over Sylvester’s, to win four
Marion Hopkins. Chestnut street. ’ Crockett is spending a few days
The High School girls bowed to points. Ruth Crouse and Louise
She will be assisted by Mrs. Ma- j )n town, but must return to New
McRae's
team Monday night. The, McIntosh had 260 for high total,
rian Wood as hostess.
; york until the Christmas holidays
first string went to the High1 and iPhyllis Whitten had 98 for
Mrs. Gordon F. Urquhart spent 1 at which time he will rejoin his
School by 22 pins, and the next! high single.
the weekend at Canaan, where she ‘ family here.
McKinney's
<4>—Crouse, 260;
two went to McRae's, who won four
visited her grandparents Mr. and
The Red Cross Drive is pro points and the total by four pins.' Folland, 213; MoKinney, 249; Bar
Mrs Harry Weeks.
gressing with favorable results.
Ethel Rackliff had a 268 for high nard, 244; McIntosh, 260; total,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Cole left
Funeral services were held total, and Ellen Prescott's 96 was 1226.
New York Tuesday for Camden Tuesday for Miss Clara Hart, whose high single.
Sylvester (1) — Sylvester, 242;
and Swans Island.
death occurred Sunday night.
Soule's team broke its Jinx and Bradbury, 233; M. Richardson, 253;
Oscar Chapman was in town
A scavenger hunt and social eve won four points ln a match with Whitten, 259; D. Richardson, 238;
for a few days and has returned ning were given ln honor of Nel Thomaston, taking the total by 18 total, 1225.
with friends to his camp at Spen lie Arne's 14th birthday. Monday pins. Frances Savitt rolled 256 for
cer Lake.
night at her home on Belmont high total, and Alice Soule had 92
The first government employment
agency was opend in the United
At a meeting of the Rotary Club. avenue. In the hunt Ida Gautesen for high single.
Tuesday noon, an excellent mu- Iand James Wentworth came ln
McRae (4)—McRae, 250j Bird, States in Ohio in 1890
sical
program
starring Mary first and Leslie Ames and Edna
Guthrie. Ruth Martin and a | Rankin, second.
Games were
competent pianist, under the Col played and refreshments were
lins Management Services was en served by Mrs. Ames. Those pres
joyed. A violin solo and two vo ent were: Lucille Dwinal: Ellie
cal selections were given. A. B. Lou Leighton; Dorothy Robbins;
Stevenson. Jr., was welcomed back Phillis Staples; Edna Rankin; I
to the club after a long absence. Pauline True of Hope; Beverly |
John Good, a recent bridegroom Grover; Ida Gautesen; Willis Hod- |
Edward |
was presented a rolling pin for son; Edward Hodson;
self-defense.
Visiting Rotarians Burke; Robert Brown, James Wentwere: John C. Burnham and Lucius , worth; Philip Wentworth; William .
Visit Our Children’s Department When Outfitting
Barrows of Augusta; Asbury Pit- True: Leslie Ames; Ralph Knight
! man of Belfast; A. P. Blaisdell. and Walter J. Wadsworth.
the Young Miss
Miss Isabel Payson, daughter of j
and Arthur Stevens of Augusta
H. P Blodgett. John Welch. Alan Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Payson, en- '
L. Bird and Allan McAlary all of tertained at her home Saturday |
Coat and Ski Pant Sets
night, by giving a dinner party in I
Rockland.
Heavy all wool fleeces and tweeds
with flannel interlinings. Style <
Rehearsal of the Baptist Young honor of her 15th birthday. Friends j
that she will adore. Sizes 4 to 14—
People's Choir will be held in the present were: Janice French;
vestry Friday at 6.30. All students Jeannie Dailey. Francis Dailey,
$7.95 to $12.95
1
Blgb .Scb°°1. age and over in Ruth Manning. Polly Freytag. Sara
Hary and Margaret Thomas.
Ithe parlsh are invited,
COATS
R. W. Jamieson. Frank Morrow. I
The Baptist Intermediate Forum
All wool and interlined coats in
will hold a social in the vestry Fri Alton French and Harry Murray |
high styles and colors. Sizes 7 to 14.
night at 7.30 o'clock. All pu are deer hunting .at Mr. Murray’s ;
, day
camp
at
Molasses
Pond.
Plls of the Seventh and Eighth
$5.95 to $9.95
pils
are invited.
was appointed to make plans for 1 Augusta.,
_ . _
| scheme of pink and white and the Harbor; Martha. Doris Sylvester of ^ades °f th*
SKI SUITS
the meeting to be held April 3. ! Jacqueline and Jasper Bumford lunch served at a late hour was Camden; Electa. Lura Libby of Games wiU be played and refreshMeltons, Gabardines and Twills.
that date marking the 70th anni- ■ of Augusta are staving for a time augmented by two large birthday Thcmaston; warder. Oladys Cramer ??.ents_Mfr'*d' Elllna Colson and
A fine Friday and Saturday !
Hooded Snow Saits in smart color
versary of Women's Home and j with
their
great-grandmother, cakes. Oamrs were enjoyed. Those , of Union, and sentinel. Albert • Ec"a‘ Rankln are ln char8e of socombinations. Sizes 3 to 16—
Foreign Missionary Society. All | Mrs. Ella Wentworth.
present were: Priscilla Crockett. White of Warren.
llc.Ung food this forum wtll take double feat Jt e is being offer’d by
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Byers. Mr. Mary Hawkins. Helen Marston. On behalf of the Chapter <jacri tbef,’llppe”
churches are to hold special ser
the.Chu"h Sor!day the Comique Theatre. “Queer of i
$5.95, $8.95, $10.95
vices on that evening. Refresh and Mrs. Ronald Byers, GranvUle Bettv Cavanaugh. Arlene Keller, received a gift presented by Worthy a‘ 4 3° and dine together before Yukon.'’ starr ng Irene Rich is a ,
dramatic
story
of
the
frozen
North,
j
ments were served by the hostess, Byers, and Miss Merle Banks at Leo’.ine Wilson. Lillian Wilson. Matron Nellie Staples, who also th« devotional service.
Children’s Dress Special
assisted by Mrs. Gertrude Lineken. tended a farewell party Friday Robert Dean Gerald Richards, complimented the officers on their | Alphonso Prince is confined to Miss Rich take:- the part of a card j
Cotton Wash Frocks in gay prints
Others present were Mrs. Vera night in Augusta for Miss Afton James Roberts. Kenneth Wilson, excellent work. Remarks were also his home from a heart attack, suf- •harp who is for- ed to earn money !
ir. a profession that is almos* ex- !
Miss Grunder is re Merton Warren. Ralph Staples and made by Mrs. Kelley. Mrs Anna -ered recently, but is improving
or plaids. Sizes 4 to 14. Regular
Robinson. Mrs. Abbie Montgomery. Grunder.
clusively den itiated by the male j
price $1.06. Weekend Specials—
The
tanker
Cheabeague
recently
Mrs. Lucy Sillery. Mrs. M.nnie turning to her home in Boise. Ida the hostess
j Grinnell of Camden was soloist
species. Her courage, daring ar.d
Wilson. Mrs. Evelyn Perron. Mrs. ho after having been stationed in
Lester Shibles. president, anPor the
of
order two discharged a tank of oil at the ruthiessness tarn her the tit'e of !
85c
Margaret Davis. Mrs. Clara Saw Augusta for over a year.
nounces that Knox County Pcul-I reawn8s ’ere Presented by Oeorge wharf of the George Thomas Fuel
"Queen of the Yukon. The money
Miss Merle Banks of Belfast was
Co.
Smartly Styled Dresses at $1.95.
yer, Mrs. Susie Newbert. Mrs.
try Improvement Association will.
Rev. and Mrs. Winfield Witham she derivts from these card games
Weekend Special—
Eunice Tillson and Miss Christine Sunday guest of Mr and Mrs. Ron ____L__
======^==^==-= Orra Burns: singing by a group
is spent on the education of her '
ald
Byers
and
Granville
Byers.
Miss
Moore The next meeting will be
, , .
composed of Mrs. Orra Burns, Mrs. spent Wednesday in Portland.
$1.65
held on Dec. 3. at M
Kal Banks is also visiting at the home OES. and was its marshal at the Amy Mj]]er Mi&s jjarjon Upham.. Those who are interested in the daughter.
The "Durango Kid" is the story 1
loch's and will be a white cross of h»>r aunt Mrs. Herbert Mehuren time of his death. Of an unusually Miss He[ena Upham. Mrs. Esie support of the Y.M.C.A., and havin North Searsmont.
work meeting.
courteous and pleasant manner. Dawkins and Maurice Miller; uni- in8 oW furniture, clothing, dishes, of a Robin Hood of the West '
SKIRTS—Wool tweeds, plaids and plain col
The Volunteer Fire Company and fine salesman, he had made : on sir,ging oj severai songs, cloe- 'etc., are asked to contact Richard played by Charles Starrett. Com- j
Miss Rita C. Smith will be
Mrs ' Rutp Bond or George Thomas, who will bined with these two features in a
hostess to members of the Half- met Tuesday night. Allen Payson, many friends, and will be great.
ors, corduroy pinafores; sizes 4 to 12 e , $1.95
, Qraffan, accompanist. Adjcurn- call for them. A huge rummage gala stage show with Tex Thorne, I
Hour Reading Club tomorrow night chief of the Camden Fire Depart ly missed in the communitj
He is survived by his wife. Har- ! mfnt was then made to thfi ban. sale will be conducted at the “Y" WABI radio voice, supported by an
at 7.30 at her home on Main street ment and Charles Coombs also a
SWEATERS—Pullover and cardigan models,
Richard Moore returned to Ft member of that department ad riet E. Knight, their only child. quet hal[ where refreshlnente were Dec 6 and 7. proceeds to be used excellent cast.
McKinley Sunday accompanied by dressed the local firemen. Plans Russell B. Knight, and by two I serve(j under the direction of Mrs. for the Paint Fund and old bills.
tyrolean trimmed; sizes 4 to 12 # e $1.00, f.I.C j
Holophrastic language is a lan
| Linthel
M(ss Marion Upham
The annual Congregational par
his parents. Mr. and Mrs Everett were made for starting a class in , grandsons. Russell and Daniel.
The ish supper will be held Monday, guage in which entire thoughts are
Condon, who spent Sunday and first aid Nov. 25 under the in- | Funeral services were held in the and MRj gusle Ausp;an<i
All , Methodist Church with Rev. Har- program was in
of Mrs Qrra in charge of Mrs. Ora Brown. A combined in one word. American
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Austin struction of Chief Payson.
Indian tongues are examples of
signified their intention of Join- old W. Nutter of Waldoboro, a close Bums and Mrs Beatrice Richards, business meeting will be held.
Condon in South Portland.
_
,
Miss Alice Yates was taken to I this.
Rev. Mr. Leach's boys' class of ing the class as did also some of | friend of the deceased, officiating j
the Federated Sunday School en the visitors present. Since then a The members of Quantabacook “l nc,e T0”*’* Cabin"
joyed a party at the Methodist number of other citizens have ; Lodge and Rosewood Chapter at- j The High School under the guidfor thecourse, and ltis i tended in a body. The bearers ! ance of Richard Thomas, is busily
vestry last night.
Twenty-four signed
members and guests were present. hoped that additionalmembers of *'ere three Past Masters of Quan- ■ engaged in producing the play of I
After an evening of games, re the community will join, both for tabacoek Lodge, John W. Leven- ' the season “Uncle Tern's Cabin,"
freshments were served. Clyde their cwn benefit and for the good seller, Emery I. Clement and C. j containing four acts, 16 scenes, 25
Edwin Heal, and the present Wor- characters, and a Negro chorus of !
Pierpont and Roy BeU cn the re of the community.
shipful Master. Raymond J. Rob- 12. It will be presented Nov. 26-27. |
freshment committee.
Herbert R. Knight
Inson. The large and beautiful j The High School Band. Orchestra, I
Herbert Russell Knight, a well floral tribute, and the presence of , and Boys' Glee Club will present
Little Pig Pork Roasts.......................... lb .20
OPPORTUNITY CLASS
known resident of this town for a large number of friends of the j several selections between the acts,
The Opportunity Class banquet many years, died at his home Nov. deceased, both from his own town ' Mrs. Cooper is the band and music |
Leadership Smoked Shoulders................ lb .22
was held last night in the vestry 7. after a brief confinement at his
and from out of town, testified to instructor.
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage............ lb
.25
of the Baptist Church. The speak home with illness. He had been
the high esteem in which he was
“Uncle Tom's Cabin" will star
ers were Mrs. Lillian Joyce, presi in poor health for some time, but
held. Interment was in the fam Bernard Andrews as Undo Tom,
Large Roasting Chickens........................ lb .28
dent, Mrs. Evelyn McKusic and Rev his active temperament and his ily lot in Oak Grove cemetery.
David Eaton. Norma Hoyle as
J. Charles MacDonald. A very ef strong determination kept him at
Fancy Native Fowl............................... It) .23
Topsy, and many others, all of
fective tableau was presented by his duties in the store of his son.
Owners of 1041 Ford cars can for whom will be greatly appreciated.
12 members representing the month with whom he was associated in
Moxie, large bottles................... 2 bottles .25
get about water pumps on the en Those very famous scenes of “Eliza’s
(Contents)
of the year. Mrs. Mildred Havener business, almost until the very gine. as far as tightening, packing
Crossing thc River," “Little Eva's
and Mrs. Rita Robinson assisted last
and lubrication are concerned. Death Scene," and “Tne Death of I
Welch’s Grape Juice 1 qt bot. 1 pt bot; both for .46
at the piano. Over 150 members
Every Ton of
He was born here Sept. 22, 1876 Ford pumps are packless and are Uncle Tom," are all to be given, as
were present.
son of Timothy F.. and Josephine lubricated automatically froifc the they were years ago. The costumes
New Mixed Nuts................................ lb .25
i Moody> Knight. He was educated timing gears.
[will be genuine as far as possible.
Diamond Budded Walnuts .. .................. lb .25
n the s ’hoois of his native town
and at the Rocklar.d Commercial
Native Cranberries........................ 2 qts .25
College. He had worked as a sales
contains a full 2,000 pounds of
Famous Chocolates.................... 1 lb pkg .35
and a mlllman. but in recent
that closes man
“A LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN"'
good, clean, heat-packed Penn
years was associated with his son
Greene’s Peppermint Patties.................. lb .25
up at night in a store at Searsmont village.
sylvania hard coal. Yoifll find it
Old Fashioned Chocolates....................... lb .18
He was a loyal member and a
Put 3-purpose Va-tro-nol up each nos
tril ... (1) It shrinks swollen mem Past
Master of Quar.tabacook
easier to regulate and more re*
branes; (2) Soothes irritation: I3t
The Famous Purity Candies—
Helps flush nasal passages, clearing Lodge. F.A.M. and will be greatly
mucus, relieving transient congestion. missed by members of that orsponsive to your heating needs.
Chicken Bones ........................... pkg .25
;anization. He was also a loyal
VICKS VA TRO NOL member of Rosewood Chapter.
A trial ton will convince you — a
Molasses Mixture........................ pkg .25

meet Nov. 26 at the Appleton
Grange Hall. All poultrymen in
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman.
■ the County are invited. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harriman
I Reed, of Orono. Extension Poultry
XN zs
ft ft ft ft
z\ z\ A
and daughter Feme visited in
’ Specialist, will be tire speaker.
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Whitefield, N. H. recently. Mrs.
I
The senior class ls rapidly, near
■Ora Clark, who has been visiting
Correspondent
Correspondent
ing its goal, which is the sale of
at the home of her daughter. Mrs.
ftftftft
ftftftft
500 tickets before Friday night for
Raymond Harriman, accompanied
TCI. 2229
Tel. 190
the play “Uncle Tom's Cabin" to
them to her home there.
be presented Nov. 26-27. The goal
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Prentice
Trygve Heistad and family of fcr each day’s sale has been excedThe Third District Council. of Bristol called recently on their
Augusta were weekend guests cf ed up to tire present time, tlie toAmerican Legion Auxiliary, met at aur.t, Mrs. C. H. Bry.ir.:.
the Methodist vestry Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Alleine Adams, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad, joined j tai sale new being 370 tickets, with
afternoon, guests of Williams-3ra- Mrs. Francella Moody and Mrs. on Sunday by Miss Dorothy Snow Carroll Richards as high salesman
rier Unit. Other Units represent Harold Cobb were in Union Tues of Rockland and Mr and. Mrs. A bus load of 16 are planning to
ed were Bath. Waldoboro, Dam day where the women of the group Charles Adams Perry of Duck Trap. . attend from the Searsport schools.
ariscotta. Wiscasset and Rockland. attended the cooking schocl.
Mrs. Clarence Beverage of AuMrs. Charlotte B^riv of Camden
Mrs. Bernice Jackson, of Rockland.
Mrs. Pearl Dickey and Mrs. Keith gusta, Mrs. Nettie Averill of Reck- "as 8uest Wednesday at the home
Department vice president, pre Tower, both of Belmont were re land and Mrs. Nellie Benner of cf Mrs. Russell Staples.
sided at the business meeting. It cent guests of Miss Frances May Thcmastcn were among the recent
Byron Rider is driving the mail
was voted to co^ibute $5.00 to hew and Daniel McFarland.
guests nt the home cf Mr. and Mrs. truck in the absence of Charles
the Red Cross and the same
Hafford, who in company with
A reception to Mr. and Mr-. Ros- i Charles S. Gardner.
amount to Opportunity Farm. After I fOe Ryan was h(W flt
home of
Mrs Ethel York and Miss Mary Frank Rider is on a hunting trip
the business session, colored slide: Mr. ar.d Mrs. Leland Cushman
in the Allegash region.
of local views and of the National , Friday night with several neigh- Havener are in Portsmouth, N. H,
Guest Offlfcers' Night
for
a
visit
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Les

Convention at Boston were shown L
arfJ frjpr(ls
, Gamfs
ter Havener.
More than 75 visitors, in addiby Harry Stewart Refreshments w„e j d re;reshmfnts
At the annual business meeting tion l° a larg* Rumber of mcmbers'
were served under the direction of and a lfasant
pn.
of the Trvtohelp Club held Mon- at,(*"dpd ,««« OfflceLs' N‘Sht °f
Mrs. William B. D. Oray and Mrs. ' jp, ed
Edward T. Dornan.
The next 1 Mr' and Mrs> AI,elne Adgms wefe day night at the home of Mrs. Harbor Llght chaP-er °ES *hlch
meeting will be Dec. 13 in Bath.
guests Sunday of friends in Wis- Elizabeth Lowell these officers was cbserved Tuesday at ,he stated
were elected: Mrs. Lina Joyce, meetin?
Chapters were repreThe C. A C.'s meet tonight at c&ssct.
president;
Mrs.
Hazel
Cain,
vice
sent<
‘
d
from
Camden. Rockland
the Club rooms over the I G. A
Mrs. Ellen Harriman, Mrs. Mary
store. Any boy of high school age Collir.s. and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney- president: Mrs. Evelyn Cunning- Thomaston. Warren. South Thorn’Tenant’s Harbor- Un!on- Bel"
attending the Baptist Church Harriman visited friends Sunday ham, secretary: Mrs. Lena Temin-;
ski, treasurer; Mrs. Alice Marston. Iast’
Oardiner. DamariSchool is Invited to become a in Palermo.
chairman of work committee; Miss fC0‘U' Standish. Stockton Springs
member.
Membership now in
James F Burgess of Rockland
cludes Robert Clark. William Con called Sunday on Mrs. Jennie Cas Helen Small, chairman of flower jand 8011111 Brlsto1'
The de«rees were exemplified in
don. Ralph Paulsen. Thomas Rob well. Mrs. Hattie Knight and James committee; Mrs. Edith Overlook
chaiiman of visiting committee;,411 impressive manner wiUi Edna
inson, George Sullivan.
Lewis L. Bean.
Mrs. May Butler, easy chair. Foi- wbite and Eve**n R^inson of Ivy
Johnson. Lewis Stone. Richard
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cobb visi£bapter „.leridn?... 45 candldates
Staples. Averell Robinson, Norman
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess in lowing the business session and Ouest
officers filling the stations
sewing
period,
refreshments
were
Rogers, Walter Chapman, Law- Waldoboro Sundav and attended
were:
Worthy Matron. Arlene
served by the hostess. A poverty....................
rence Chapman. Russell Kelly, the Methodist Church there.
Benjamin Smalley and Robert I Mrs. Mildred Perkins and daugh- supper will be enjoyed Monday at Kel-e> of Gard-ner, worthy patron,
the Baptist vestry
Laurence Perry of Rockland; as
Winslow.
I ters of Watervllle called Sunday
sociate matron Louise Langer of
The date of the Auxiliary Christ- at the Cobb home.
Mrs. Elsie Munsey and Douglass Belfast; associate patron, Albert
mas sale to be conducted by WilMr. and Mrs. Charles Pinkham Bisbee were winners of high score Johnson of Belfast; secretary,
liams-Brazier Unit, has been set of South Penobscot were supper and Mr and Mrs. Clarence Mun- LaUra starrett of Warren; treasurahead to Nov. 22. This will be in guests Saturday at the home of sey received the consolation prize er Lottic Crowley of South Thomcharge of Mrs. Olive Brazier and Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Packard.
when the Nitsumsosum Club meti„ston. chaplain, Harriet Decker of
Mrs Helen Lynch and will be held
Mrs. Mildred Smith and daugh Monday for supper and bridge at Damariscotta;
marshal,
Helen
at the Donaldson store.
ter. Joyce, of Belfast were callers tlie heme of Mr. and Mrs. Fred stetson, of Thomaston; conductress.
The Baptist Mission Circle met , lle:p Saturday.
Hclbxpok.
j Leona Whitehill of Rockland, assoTuesday afternoon at Mrs. Grace' Mr. and Mrs. George Matthews
Miss Carolee Wilson entertained clale conductress. Blanche Bishop
Andrews' with good attendance,
Belfast visited Sunday with her a group of friends Saturday night of Camden; organist, Harriett RawMrs. Minnie New.'
the Imp
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Tenants Harbor; Adah,
leader, using the topic “Tlie FamHoward Holmes is visiting hts sis- Mrs. Ralph Wilson, in honor of her 1 Katherine Green of Searsport;
ily Pulls Up Stakes " At thc busi- ! ters. Mr, Ruth Littlefield of Hal- iisth birthriav The rooms were at- , Ruth. Bess.e Church of Rockland:
ness meeting, Mrs. Elizabeth Walsh I lowell and Mrs. Helen Bumford ol \ trac‘tively ' decorated in a color Esther, Winifred Milne of Tenant's

SEARSMONT

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Community
Bowling League

THE WOMAN’S SHOP

HASKELL & CORTHELL, Camden, Me.

Comique Theatre

WEEKEND SPECIALS

D&H ANTHRACITE

HOW TO OPEN

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

11 ACE

HU«E

Assorted Flavored Mints............. lb pkg

.29

phone call w ill put us “on the joh.”

Have these in mind for Thanksgiving.

Big Buster Pop Corn........................ 3 lbs .25
McIntosh Red Apples.......................... pk .45
Northern Spy Apples, tor cooking......... pk .35
Extra Large Delicious Apples............ 6 for .25
Crosse & Blackwell’s Mince Meat—
One pound jar
.25; Two pound jar
.45
Heinz Plum and Fig Pudding......................... 35
For Thanksgiving—
FANCY NORTHERN TURKEYS
NATIVE DUCKS
GEESE
CHICKEN AND FOWL

CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTION NO. 1

Only $0.25

3

This beautiful Sandwich-Toaster will delight any recipient.

fully chrome plated; has genuine walnut handles.

It's

Toasts two

full size pieces and makes either two or three decker sand

wiches.

Grills bacon; fries ham, eggs, chops, hotcakes.

A Limited Quantity at this price!

Shop early!

CENTRA! -«MA! N E
POWt COMPANY

Gloria Jean's screen family in “A Little Bit of Heaven.’’ (Left to right)
Nan Grey, Hugh Herbert, C. Aubrey Smith, Gloria, Nana Bryant and
Frank Jenks.

Story of the new picture, another
potential hit frem the producer of
eight straight Deanna Durbin suc
cesses as well as “The Under-Pup,"
presents Gloria as an East Side girl
who becomes a radio singing star.
Her rise to fame causes family
troubles solved cnly after Gloria
"loses" her' voice and temporarily
relinquishes her career.

Eight famous ex-stars of the
screen are also cast as Gloria’s
“uncles." The list includes Charles
Ray, Maurice Costello, Monte Blue,
Kenneth Harlan. Ncah Beery, Pat
O'Malley William Desmond and
Fred Kelley. Miss Jean rings five
numbers, including an impressive
finale rendition of "Dawn of Love"
(“Eli, Eli") with a huge choral and
orchestral background.

(We think poultry will be especially fancy and
reasonable in price)

Waldo County Green Mountain Potatoes
peck .20; bushel

Call 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, ME.
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL

Zor

[ fOVJt GENERATIONS
Is?

YOUNG

and OLD

(^1

have been using

.75

These are extra fancy—cook white and mealy,

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

The True Family Laxative
and Round Worm Expeller^
AGREEABLE TO TAKE ... AT DRUGGISTS
Successfully used for 89 years

Bockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 21, 1940

Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W Fuller
went Tuesday to Bangor, to be
guests of their daughter. Mrs. Wy
man Foster.

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

Mrs. Mary Fuller Veazie. mrther
of Mayor E. R Veazie celebrated
her 88th birthday today with many I
messages of lo.e and devotion by 1
family and friends.. It's hard for
anyone to even guess at Mrs. |
Veazie's 8ge, she has to endure the i
cld bromide of "so many years
young" because cf her youthful |
preservation and active life.

Page Seven

Heed This, Driver
The State Police Chief
Gives Seven Tips For
Safer Motoring

President Senter Now
This And That

Motorists on Maine highways
Mrs. Ella Bird is visiting her
Mrs. William Cullen and children
during the coming dangerous driv
laughter, Mrs. Robert Hudson In Gwendolyn and Edward and John
ing season are urged by State Po
lugusta.
Callow of Medfield, Mass., were at
lice Chief John W. Healy to ob
Ash Point last weekend to attend
serve credited safe Winter driving
Mrs. Carl Morse is giving a bene- the funeral of Randall Dyer.
rules of thc National Safety Coun
By K. 8. F.
it card and beano party at her
cil. Severn tips for safe Winter
Little prospect for skating during
tome on Broad street tonight.
driving are recommended:
the Thanksgiving respite, even if it
Checking of brake linings for
Speaking of "Throw out the Life
Mrs. Edward Wtswall of Welles
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn of Holmes should freeze over now (and we are
imultaneous gripping.
treet will be hostess to the Rubin- not holding our fingers crossed for ley. Mass., is visiting her sister,
Use of tire chains during bad Line”, this writer was a freshman
tein Club Friday night assisted by this to come to pass), no ice would Mrs. Geoige B. Wood, for a few
snow or ice weather in preference in a Kansas college when this
popular old revival song came Into
days.
Hrs. Nathalie Sncw. Mrs. Nettle be safe.
to tire treads.
rost and Mrs. Geneva Huke. With
Assurance of “working" wind life. The pastor of my church was
iflse Alice Erskine as chairman, a
Methebesec Club met Friday aft
shield wipers, defrosters and light greatly intrigued with it, and gave
Mrs. William Ellingwood is in
a little talk about the man on the
rrogram of opera music will -be ernoon at the home of Mrs. Anna Boston with Dr. Ellingwood and
ing equipment.
iven. Members scheduled to take Nelson, with Mrs. Laura Maxey and reports are coming favorably from
Travel at reduced speeds on coast of Maine, where deep waters
rart include Miss Raychel Emer- Mrs. Ruth Albee as assisting hos the Palmer Memorial Hospital
enow and ice ar.d “careful'' watch pounded her rocky shore, being in
spired with this line of thought.
on, Mrs. Lillian Joyce and Mrs. tesses. Twenty-eight members re where the doctor ls receiving treat
for children on sleds.
Marianne Bullard, vocal soloists; plied to roll, attendance being ment.
Keeping a safe distance behind Then he asked two persons to
Mrs. Ruth Hoch ar.d Mrs Murrel somewhat lessened by the inclement
preceding vehicles and approach volunteer to come to the platform
for a better demonstration of the
Jrie, vocal duet; Miss Bertha Luce, weather. Among committee re
ing Icy curves “slowly."
The Charity Club meets today at
iolinist; Mrs. Sanborn, pianist, ports was that of the benevolence
Slowing down in gear and song written by the Rev. Mr. Uf
Wilbur F. Senter, who has been
nd Miss Dorothy Lawry. Mrs. ccmmittee, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, "Green Oables'’ and for the atter“pumping” of brakes on-off-and- ford of Rockland. Maine. Two elected president of the Rockland
nocn
will
be
entertained
at
the
persons,
a
man
and
lady,
took
■ouie Rogers, Mrs. Frances Mc- chairman, who gave an outline of
ory to keep wheels from locking.
Chamber of Commerce.
x>on, Mrs. Esther Rogers, Mrs. tlie present status of welfare work , heme of Miss Teresa Arau, Sea
Exercising Caution by opening chairs, and the pastor wtth excel
street,
Camden.
lent
voice
sang
and
demonstrated
Wilbur F. Senter Jr. of the well
31sa Constantine and Mrs. Nettie being done by the club. Mrs. An
cowl ventilators to force out car
gelica Glover read ln the absence
tverill, two piar.o numbers
bon monoxide gas. especially in old by gesture and stage movements known firm of Senter Crane Com
Mrs. Kennedy Crane gave a small
Ills thought of the words. ThLs
of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood as an illus
cars.
pany has been elected president
A previous study, Chief Healy was years before I became a happy of the Rockland Chamber of Com
Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard enter- tration of the literature of China a lunclieon Wednesday in honor of
Mrs.
Edward
W.swa
’
.
l
(Anna
Cobb).
resident
of
this
beautiful
State.
said, had shown traffic death rates
ained tlie Tuesday Contract Ciub chapter entitled “Little Sister Soo"
• • • •
merce for 1941. Lucius E. Jones
from Mme. Chiang-Kai Shek's new
increase ln all sections of the
his week.
Dr. and Mrs. Weisman are in
If
there
is
any
city in this State and Sam Savitt are the new vlca
bock "This Is Our China.” A very
country during Winter months 35
Boston this week Saturday they
to 45 percent in northern states with more pretty school girls than presidents.
Mis. Lenore Benner
Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook is able paper on ‘ The Architecture of will attend the Harvard-Yale foot
China
”
was
presented
by
Mrs.
Mary
and 3 to 21 percent ln southern in Rockland I would like to go and Savage is to again serve in her
isiting her former home, and famball game, and will return Satur
states and analysis of accident see them. It is an inspiration to usual post of executive secretary
ly the W. O. Fullers Beech street. Southard. Poetry was illustrated
in readings by Mrs. Josephine Rice day night.
records shows "skidding” to be watch them each day gather for and Joseph W. Robinson con
the chief cause of Winter acci thelr future blessings to the com tinues as treasurer.
Miss Helen Oldis, manager of The exhibit for this meeting was of
The Tuesday Night Bridge Club
dents.” The second most impor munity.
President Senter brings to hLs
Tllbert's Beauty Salcn. entertained unusual interest. Under the direc
• • • •
new post the energy of youth
tant cause is poor visibility, result
ast night at a dinnty party, observ- tion of Miss Mabel Spring many met with Miss Maerice Blackington,
Isn't it a queer fact that so coupled with an excellent ground
ing from longer hours of darkness,
ng her 22d birthday anniversary, beautiful articles were displayed. the winners being Mrs. Lawrence
many curious fears bother such a work in business. He is thoroughly
snow, sleet ar.d fog.
t the home of her parents, Mr. and Miss Spring's explanatory talk aid Leach. Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and
The committee advises that the number of persons? Some one latniliar with the aims, work and
fn. H R. Oldis in Waldoboro The ing greatly in understanding the Mrs. Cll.'ton Cross. Buffet, lunch.
common practice of letting air out thing and others with just as ideals of the chamber having been
able decorations were especially importance cf the exhibit. The
Itooevik Club met Tuesday with
of tires on slippery roads is a fall strong superstitions on another an ardent work"’ cn its many proj
ittractlve with yellow and green meeting Nov. 29 will be at the home
acy, since tiie added traction for line entirely. There are the per ects for a considerable period.
he color scheme A pretty birthday of Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair who will Mrs. Richard H. Britt. Sewing
stopping is very slight and the sons who will not sit down to a
ake was lighted with candles. have to assist her Mrs. Elizabeth and luncheon.
BLUE
tendency to side skids and to skid table of 13; those who will not
3uests invited were Miss Geraldine Davis and Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth.
|For The Courler-Oazette]
Mr and Mrs. C. S Beverage of
on curves is Increased considerably. start a journey on Fridcy the ffith;
iprague and Lt lie Hupper of Tin- Program participants will be Miss
Congregational Church in Camden, Rev. Winfield Witham pastor
The report stressed the use of those who will not walk under a Blue Is your color, my dear, my sweet.
nt's Harbor. David Anderson of Mabel Holbrook and Mrs. Caroline Augusta have been visiting their
I adore vou -upremely In blue:
—Photo by Dow.
tire chains as the most effective ladder; these who threw salt over And so. from year’s beginning to end
Varren. M. ■. Dirothy Smith flr.i Sleeper, with Mrs Dora Bird in former home ln this city this week, i
charge
of
tlie
poetry
feature
and
the
shoulder
for
good
luck;
ar.d
so
Tn.s
her color, whatever portend
and
practical
method
of
increasing
loward Hattesen.
storm >r sunshine blue would be
Mr and Mrs. Sumner Whitney traction.
on. ad infinitum You all can re In
Mrs. Ellsworth and Mrs. Katherine
Mrs. Cleo W. Hopkins and Mrs.
Belfast correspondence ln the
Her alluring charm like blue of the
sea:
Haines cf the exhibit.
member the upset salt dish at the
Bangor News: “The Belfast Busi H. O. Heistad of Rockport motored of Friendship have moved to the
gentian, violet and aster
Last Supper. This wa.s In front of From
ness and Professional Women's f to Brunswick Tuesday night to at- George Hall house on Pine street MAZZEO-WARD
MUSIC OF BIRDS
She would choose with meticulous
care
Judas. So Leonardo da Vinci had
A special lot of Fall coats, both Club met Tuesday evening. Miss I tend the concert given by Pierre for the Winter.
The marriage of Miss Ruth a bit of superstition even that Smokes alluring blues ln softest shade
ANIMALS AND FLOWERS fur .trimmed and plain, at sharply Bertha Whitten presiding. Honor Lubcshutz and Oenla Nemenoff,
Her evening gowns were oftenest made
For Children 3 lo 7 years
Mrs Frances Morse. Mrs. Ivy Frances Ward, daughter of Mrs early.
And through the years one would
internationally
known
duo-pianists.
reduced
prices
have
been
received
guests
were
the
state
persident.
Daily or Weekly Lessons
Margaret
Walker
of
Dlgby.
N.
S.
watch to see
•
•
•
•
at Lucien K. Oreen
Son and Mrs. Lillian M. Pattee of Belfast, | This concert was the second in the Chatto. Mrs. Laura Buswell and
Whit the newest tone of blue. Marie
Phone 1026 for trial lesson
Would
swing to an ecstasy ot charm
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Odd Fellows | Mrs. Sally Green Dunn of Auburn, i series sponsored by the Brunswick Mis. A. B. Borgerson were house to Natale William Mazzeo. son of
Has anvone told you the name
MABEL F. LAMB
Block. 16 School street, Rockland, state membership chairman, and Concert Association, cf which Prof. keepers at the monthly meeting of Mrs. Camella Mazzeo of Rockland of the brilliant morning star that fn gracelul dance on her lover’s arm.
K 8 F.
139-141 —adv.
137-tf Frank A. Winslow of Rockland. A ; Frederic E. Tiilotscn of Bowdoin the Albert H. Newbert Association was solemnized yesterday morning Is fully as bright as Jupiter but
Rockland.
at 7.15 at St. Bernard's Roman
held
at
the
Owls
Head
town
li

Colleges
Music
Department,
is
has no Saturn to accompany lt?
covered dish supper was served un
Subscribe io The Courier -Gazette
brary with Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bor Catholic Church. The ceremony,
• • • •
der the direction of Mrs. Carrie i president.
attended by 50 relatives and
gerson as hosts.
There
are
some
10
030
tax
col

Howes, Miss Pauline Clement. Miss
friends, was performed by Rev.
Chapin Class met Tuesday night
Eleanor Bradford, and Mrs. Maude
Fr. James Savage, who was also lectors in the United States, so
MRS.
FRANK
H.
PRATT
We will wager
Cross. Mrs. Dunn spoke after the with Mrs. Charles T. Smalley.
the celebrant of the nuptial mass say statistics.
Mrs.
Mae
Nellie
Simmons,
wife
of
there are 10 times that number.
supper, her subject being “What I Needles flew busily, and then came
which
followed.
the Federation Is.” Mr. Winslow the social hour with refreshments. Frank H. Pratt, died in South
The bride was becomingly at That is one of the reasons we have
Weymouth, Mass., Hospital ,Nov.
was Introduced by the program
tired in soldier blue dress with fur. so many taxes.• • • •
14.
where
she
had
been
a
patient
Congregational Pilgrim Fellowship
chairman. Mrs. Helen Bird. He
black hat and accessories, her
for two weeks.
If fidgety nerves, restless nights end
will hold a scavenger hunt Friday
gave a travel talk.
Now China Is urging her pecple
petite winsomeness further set off
other d istresh 1 rom female functional
She
was
born
in
Appletcn.
Aug.
13.
The table was decorated with a night at 7JO starting from the
to
save
money
to
help
supply
warm
disorders keep you from having fun
by a corsage of talisman roses.
tn life — take Lydia E. Plnkham's
silver bowl of white Winter ber i parsonage at 77 Beech street. All 1893, daughter of Richard B. and Her bridesmaid. Mi" Viola Ander Winter uniforms fcr her soldiers.
Vegetable Compound — famous for
• • • •
ries and evergreen, with white I young unmarried people who are Inez M. Simmons. At the age of son of Rockland, was gowned in
years in helping such weak,
13
she
went
to
East
Weymouth,
nervous women during ” difficult"
tapers in silver candlesticks, and I over High School age and are afSearsport is all interest in the
light blue, with black accessories
days. WORTH TRYING!
Mass.,
where
she
had
since
made
the place cards had the club em ■ filiated with the Congregational
her home. She had always been and corsage of pofnpors. Francis fact that the beautiful yacht. Hiblem. The closing song was the Church are invited. Refreshments
Mazzeo. brother of the bridegroom, Esmaro which has been a frequent
■
a devoted wife and mother.
new emblem song, with Mrs. Pat- will be served.
guest in the waters of that village
was best man.
Pretty soft! Pretty lines and soft
.
The
many
beautiful
floral
tributes
tee at the piano.''
Mrs. Mazzeo ls a graduate of for some Summers, has now bcen
suede leather, plus ENNA JETTICKS
shewed the esteem in which she was
Mrs . Evangeline Sylvester was held by neighbors, friends and all Rockland High School, class of sold by the owner and will be used
famous fit and luxurious "handcaught in a “shower" at the home of with whem she came in contact 1934. having there attained a high as a coastal mine layer in the U. S
flexed” comfort. Come in and
Mrs. Clara Curtis , 42 Brewster
PIANO
Besides her husband she leaves scholastic record with an attend Navy. This palatial yacht was
take your pick of these smart
street. Wednesday evening. Late five sons—Louie E„ Everett D. ant membership In the National built for King Gustaf of Sweden.
Play a piece in the first lesson
new Fall styles!
• • • •
lunchecn was served and honors in 1 Laurence O„ Theodore J., and Honor Society, an award based on
cards were won by Mrs. Audrey
outstanding
leadership,
character
Cali
1026
for
trial
lesson
The
Argentina
has 24.532 miles
Thcmas F„ four daughters, Mrs.
America's Smartest
Teel. Mrs. Dorothy Baxter, Mrs.
and scholarship.
of railroads which means they ship
W alkmg Shoes
Adolph
Dabrizzio.
Lena
M„
Chris

MABEL F. LAMB
Vivian Harden. Mrs. Altena Athearn
Following graduation, she was plenty of thelr vegetables, fruits,
.139-141 ar.d in Chinese Checkers by Mrs. tine M, and. Carol L„ all of Wey
OTHER STYLES IN
mouth; (tiiree children deceased); employed as an operator at the crops and timber many miles to
SIZES 1 TO 12
Barbara GrilLth. Mrs. Sylvester
to
her mother. Mrs. Inez M. Carleton New England Tel. & Tel. Co., after the sea.
AAAA TO EEC
• • • •
was the recipient of many lovely cf Rockport; two sisters, Mrs. For- which she joined the business staff
gifts.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Oiibcrt.
won
of
The
Courier-Gazette.
She
was
Puerto
Rico
has 6,009 .public
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
' rest Marston of Freeport and
the “cake” honors. Others present
Mrs. Ronald Hoyle of Wilmington, recently promoted to the position schocl teachers and abcut 300 are
were Mrs. Verna Thomas, Virginia
Mais.; three brothers, Louie O. of society reporter ard assistant American girls brought there U
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME
Crockett, Neva Wiggin, Etta An
Simmons ct Gardiner, Maine and to the city editor, in which capa teach the English language. Puerto
7
dersen. Viva Jameson, Grace Jame i James E. and Theodore R of city she will continue her services Rico is a good customer of this
son and Irene Winchenbaugh. Mrs.
Rcckport. ■ Ancther brother Jede- after a short wedding trip. A country. She bought last year
Curtis was assisted by Mrs. Baxter [ diah gave his life for his country member of the Junior Women's 263.000 pounds of rice.
• • • •
and Mrs. Teel.
I during the World War. Mrs. Pratt Club, she also holds several other
social affiliations.
Banger has had a lecture from
also leaves four grandchildren.
The bridegroom graduated in Eurton Holmes. He must be along
Services were held Nov. 7 from
New Low Prizes on Fuller Brushes
Dunbar's Funeral Home in East [ 1932 from Rockland High School in years, for he was lecturing and
Weymouth. Interment at Wey where he figured prominently In all doing pictures or the world 50
Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
athletics. He is now in the em years ago to my knowledge, and it,
mouth Heights cemetery.
ploy of Van Baalen-Heilbrun Co., was a pleasure and education tc
as presser. The couple are well read and view his picture lectures.
PLEASED MRS. ANDREWS
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
• • • •
Through tlie cloumns cf your pa and popularly known in the
•
The two great Fairs both found
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...
per I should like to thank Mrs. younger circle, as was apparent in
Ywi’ve seen folks wet their
KATHERINE’S
Annie Wi'.meu of Camden for the the gala send-off of confetti and it was useless to try for great suc
rice as they made their departure cess without music of high quality.
lingers
before trying a hot iron.
beautiful
rendition
of
my
new
song
ri
BEAUTY SHOP
“My God,” which she so sweetly immediately following the wedding. Music is the basis of ino.'t suc
cCuofmams
666 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND safig at the Sunday morning serv
On return from their honeymoon. cesses in life if one will study and
Thpsp o’roats arc warm Inside
(BLAKE BLOCK) TEL. 1120
Given Away to Holder of Lucky
ices at the Monument Square Meth Mr. and Mrs. Mazzeo will take up find out this fact.
Katherine
Small,
Prop.
but
boy, oh boy, they're white
•
♦
•
•
' Tickets
residence at 6 Talbot avenue —by
odist Church, Camden.
Come! You May P» ’ urky and
Kay.
Four
new
passenger
liners
are
to
hot
in
fabrics. Not loud but so
Mrs. John H. Andrews
Get a Free Turkey
Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
be launched this year to ply be
darn near II they sizzle.
Drawing about 8.15
Mrs. Pearl Look wa.s hostess to tween Scuth America and this
Brushes and your
Note! Turkeys Won Will Be
Chummy Club Tucsdaly, the fea country.
choice of one can
Delivered Wednesday.
It's what young America wants
• • • •
ture of the gathering being a
of powder or tube
"Darlirg. hew do you like my
If your scalp is sluggish and unhealthy, your
and what’s good enough for a
birthday supper for Mrs. H. R
Fridav and Saturday
Eair naturally loses its lustre and beauty. Wake
Mullen. At cards the winners new hat? ’
of tooth paste.
young fellow with new ideas is
un yaur scalp through a series cf our Spe ia’
Darling: “I will reserve decision
were Mrs. E. W. Freeman. Mrs.
Treatments.
You'll
find
your
hair
has
new
good
enough for us.
REGULAR VALUE
until
I
see
the
bill,
my
pet.
”
REPUBLIC
Frank Fields and Mrs. Mullen.
beauty, more life lo it. Come in cr telephone
PICTURES
our Salen for a Free Consultation and ask for
$25.00 to $45.00
Men are egain wearing Jewelry.
Sj.34
prn.nt
our Special Prices.
Even the more cor serve tive are
caught with the pleasant glitter of
Ask for MR. PIERRE
wnoftosKs
We arc showing the best values in
a stickpin to emphasize the beauty
A*
j
ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR
of
a
favorite
r.ecktie
and
such
1
3G6 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 122
SHIRTS
THURSDAY, NOV. 21
beauty cuff links make the man
Evening Appointments for M n on Mondays and Wednesdays
A Welcome and Inexpensive Christmas Gift
who has been getting along with
Last Times Today
140’lt
we offered to our trade
a mere button to keep his cuff in
Brilliant and Colorful
place blush at the thought. Again
$1.00, $1.50, $1.65,
“Down Argentine Way” will come frem secret dres.'er
Don
Ameehe
Petty
Grabls
TUGBOAT ANNIE SAILS AGAIN”
drawers the fine old watch chains
NOW
$2.00, $2.50
GEORGE
HAYES
Carmen Miranda
The invigorating bath and
with a mere or less number of
PLAYING
??t!l
PAULINE MOORE
MARJORIE RAMBEAU, ALAN IIALE
charms attached, ar.d as for rings
shower brush everyone en
Dozens and Dozens and Dozens
FRL-SAT., NOV. 22-23
—no end of these may come Into
Saturday Matinee Only For
joys Delightful for shampoo.
Children
Saturday Evg. Only Cash Nigh! Christmas stockings.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
• * • •
NEW SCARFS
•ft’50
and Stage Show StO.CO
Two Free Turkeys
Ar.d speaking of Christmas, shop
Robin Hood of (hr West it’s
One lo a Boy. One to a Girl
in Silk or Wool
early and avoid that sinking feel
“
DURANGO
KID
”
with
23.
COMPLETE
Charles Starrett, Luana Walters ing around Dec.
$1.C0 to $3.00
Today—Thursday
CLORIA JEAN
ROBERT STARK
• • • •
WITH TUBE
HUGH HERBERT
Queen of the Radio becomes
And it was Defoe who said so 1
POLLY .JENKINS AND HER
Here's the “Under-Pup" v ith a Brilliant Cast
many years ago this great tiuth:
PLOWBOYS
“Queen of the Yukon”
of Foremost Funsters.
These and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gilts
On The Stage
‘The height of human wisdom is
Irene Rich,
Charles Bickford
Added—“TACOMA BRIDGE COLLAPSE"
Plus
to bring our tempers down to cur
can be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
On
Stage
Saturday
Evg.
Only
“MEXICAN SPITFIRE”
circumstances, and to make a
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today
with LUPE VELEZ
"THE VALLEY BOYS”
calm within under the weight of
On The Screen
lhe greatest storm without.''
TKI 294
Children's Matinee 4 P. M.—10c
• • • •
Coming NOV. 27-28
’What ls art whereto we press
i tis M \l\ ST., LOCKLAND, ME.
Phone 892
“KNUTE ROCKNE”
In paint and prose and rhyme,
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Pat
O
’
Brien
Gale
Page
Week
Days,
When Nature in her nakedness.
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
3.00, 6.30, 8.3(1
Sundays.
Defeats us every time.”

JOR WOMENS
ONLY!

What a treat

for your feet!... SUEDE by

*5

*6

McLAIN SHOE STORE

TURKEY NIGHT

Look out there ..

Good News For Christmas Shoppers

you’ll turn your

fingers.

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

Ten Free Turkeys

WAKE UP YOUR SCALP!

now

99c

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH

“A LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN”

GREGORY’S

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer

r
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' WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS *
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

»._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •

Agriculture

The Knox County Poultry Im
provement Association will hold its
November meeting in Appleton
Tuesday.
Frank Reed, poultry
specialist of the Extension Service,
will be the speaker. He will dlstuss census figures and outlook.
All poultry men in the county are
invited.
The D. H. I. A. ls planning its
annual meeting. Dec. 10. at the
North Nobleboro Community hall.
It will be an all-day affair starting
at 10 30 a. m. Dinner will be served.
Wallace Spear of North Nobleboro.
president of the organization, will
be in charge. Ralph Corbett, as
sistant dairy specialist, will show
colored slides on the dairy show
held at Highmoor Farm. Mon
mouth. last August. Plans are also
being made to have an outstanding
breeder present to discuss the
management of his herd.
The annual planning meetings
will start Wednesday. Dec. 4. at
North Edgecomb at the school
house; Thursday. Dec. 5. Biscay

Community hall for Damariscotta;
and Friday. Dec. 6. at the Town
hall, Edgecomb. All these meet
ings will start at 10.30 a m. The
county agent and home demon
stration agent will be present. The
morning session will be devoted to
a discussion of county problems
and how they may be solved. The
plan of 1941 work for the com
munities will be taken up In the
afternoon and officers elected.
With The. Homes

Edward Johnson, assistant hor
ticulturist from the Department
of Agriculture, will conduct three
all-day meetings on "Christmas
Evergreens" in the district next
week: Hope, at the Orange hall.
Nov. 25; Rockland at the Farm
Eureau hall. Nov. 26: and Noble
boro. at the Grange hall. Nov. 27.
Mr. Johnson will demonstrate
making various centerpieces and
wreaths for Christmas and the
women attending will bring shears
and aprons and make various sug
gestions under his direction.
A leader meeting on "Christmas

Christmas Qift

that Women Treasure
FULLER

BRISTLECOMB
The brush that brings lustrous

beauty to fhe hair. There is
no more welcome gift.

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W

Every-Other-Day

' nations. Baptist. Methodist Con
gregational. Episcopalian and Uni- [
j versalist. and one chorale group
Saco-Biddeford.
Red Cross Is Linking Army Stephen Foster, Who Died
Ninth Annual Thanksgiv from
Mrs. Everett L. Littlefield of’
In Charity Ward,
Men With the Families
ing Festival In Portland Kennebunk, president of the Maine
Federation, will represent the fed- i
Immortalized In Hall
Back Home
Sunday Night
eration olficers and Rev. Earle B
Of
Fame
Thomaston, Rockland and Gardi Pleasant of the First Parish Church I Rapidly expanding responsibility
ner are among the 10 communities , of Scarboro will preside. The fes- in connection with the mobiliza
Stephen Collins Foster, writer of
in Southwestern Maine having i tival is open to the public and a tion of a 4.000.000-mail army is giv American folk songs, became the
federated music clubs which will silver offering will be received to ing the Military and Naval Welfare
first musician ever to be elected
send representatives from choral defray the expenses.
to the Hall of Fame for Great
organizations to participate in the
Among the chorus numbers will
Americans. Dr. Harry’ Woodburn
ninth annual Thanksgiving Festi be "Halle ujah Chorus' by Handel,
Chase, chancellor of New York Uni
val in the Portland City Hall au which will open the program. The
versity and acting director of the
ditorium Sunday (Nov. 24) at 3.45 junior anthem will be “O Savior
Hall of Fame, announced Tuesday
p. m. The Festival is under the Sweet" by Bach-Christianson, and
after 108 selectors from every state
auspices of the department of the student anthem will be Gou
In the Union had chosen Foster
music. Maine Federation of Music nod's "Send Out Thy Light." Con
from among 141 distinguished men
Clubs, of which Mrs. Foster L. gregational hymns will be “Come
and women.
Haviland of Portland is chairman. Ye Thankful People" by Elvey and
Foster received 86 votes, which
More than 500 voices are repre "O Ood Our Help in Ages Past" by
sented in the 30 Senior, Junior and St. Anne. The "Benediction Amen' Service of the American Red Cross was considerably more than the
students choirs. In the Senior choir by Lutkin will close the program. its busiest year since the World' minimum of 65 required for elec
tion. His closest competitors were
division. Thcmaston will be repre
War.
Walter Reed, scientist, who had
sented by the Thomaston Baptist
Chairman Norman H. Davis re 63, Sidney Lanier, poet, and Henry
Church choir of which Mrs. Grace
ported increases of 10 to 40 percent David Thoreau, author of '‘Wal
M Strou; ls direct oi. 'lhe Junior
in the volume of work pertaining den." each with 60 and Booker T
choir from tills same church will
to Red Cross operations at Army, Washington. Negro educator 57.
These Records May Be
also participate in the pregram as
Navy and Marine Corps stations I A commemorative bust and
Heard At Maine Music
well as the Junior choir from the
throughout the nation, in recent tablet to Foster will be placed in
Christ Church at Gardiner with
Co., Rockland
months.
the Colonnade of the Hall of Fame
J. M. L. Bates as director and the
Describing Red Cross welfare
Rockland Congregational junior
Columbia presents the recording work as a vital part of national next Spring.
Foster was born in Pittsburgh
choir under the direction of Mrs. of Bix Beiderbecke ln a new set. defense. Mr. Davis said his organi
July 4. 1826. and died in New York
E F. Berry will be among the 300
All of these recordings were done zation had completed plans to ex
juniers in the chorus.
some
years ago but the hot coynet pand its services in proportion to
The choirs represent five denomithe growth of the military forces.
of Bix will never be forgotten. In
"Review of the Red Cross peace
cluded
in
this
group
of
hot
jazz
Suggestions” will be held in Mont
time program of the past 20 years,"
classics
are:
Royal
Oarden
Blues;
sweag. Nov. 22. at Mrs. hete..a
Mr. Davis stated in a report on ac
Hodge'or. s
Mrs. Madeline Colby Lcuisna; and Ol' Man River, Beid tivities. "has satisfied the U. S War
erbecke
is
the
real
attraction
of
is ln charge Mrs. Hodgdon. Mrs.
and Navy Departments that the
Flora Munsey and Mrs Oertrude these records but his New Orleans work as conducted at present by
Munsey are on the committee serv Lucky Seven do thelr part in bear the American Red Cross constitutes
ing cut the star.
ing the square meal for health.
one of the most essential phases of
The next sen? is by Ray Noble
national aefense, since it bears di
4-H Club Notes
and hls Orchestra A Nightingale
rectly upon that factor which un
A r.ew girls' club at New Harbor Sang in Berkeley Square is not
derlies all aspects of military lifewas organized Saturday. Nov. 16. quite up to the regular Columbia
morale."
under the leadership of Mrs. Win- recordings. It is good but the rec
The report states that the past
tie Russell, a former leader at ord does not seem to do justice to
year has brought a forerunner of
South Bristol -It will take up the the piece. The vccal chcrus is by
of what may be ln store for the Red
sewir.g project this year.
Larry Stewart and is a good Job
Cross. "The widespread movement
The Alford Lake 4-H Club of
New a couple cf pieces in march
of troeps incidental to tiie re-or
Hope gave a public presentation tempo from Cclumbia. These two
ganization of the Army and the
of a model club meeting and 4-H pieces are fine discings of grand
maneuvers In the field resulted in
: initiation service during the lec songs The first is a new favorite
many* dislocations among families
turer's hour of the East Union that is sweeping the country' from
and ether dependents of the enlist
Grange meeting. Nov 19
Mrs Maine to California. It is patriot;?
ed men affected,” the report conLura Norwood, leader. Mrs Olive but not for the United States.
tinus.
Grassow. assistant, and Lucinda There'll Always Be an England is
"Individual chapters have re
Rich, club agent, were present.
done by the British Fusiliers Mili
ported Increases as high as 40 per
The Best Maids of Whitefield tary Band and sung by Emile Re
cent ln the number of welfare prob
held its firet regular meeting of nan, would makb the chills creep up
lems they have handled for mem
the new year Nov 16 at the home anyone's back. This is a grand
bers of the Army, Navy. Marine
of their leader. Mrs Oeorge tune and ts on the lips of all pa
Corps and Coast Guard and their
Hausen.
The assistant leader. triotic citizens who believe in de
families." the report states. “While .
Mrs Cecil Wright, six club girls. mocracy
the increase for all chapters has
Mrs. Charles Tibbetts, and the
Marching down the field comes
averaged 11 percent, not since the
club agent, were present. The pro Ouy Lombardo playing a medley
World War have so many men been
gram of work for the year. 1941 of famous college football sow
subject to sudden transfers to new
was planned.
Refre'hments of that have been wafting over the au
stations cr to assignments for train
sandwiches, cocoa, sherbet and each Saturday fcr the past few
ing at distant points. This has
cookies were served.
weeks A'ucng the songs so hon
called for many adju;tmen*s In
State Re-Enrollment Week for ored arc Indiana. Our Indiana (In
family life, which for the enlisted
4-H clubs all over Maine will be diana); The Victors (Michigan1:
man cn his limited pay ,is often a
Dec 2-7. All clubs that have r.ot Hail Purdue (Pjrduei; Go U North
ritif.cult matter"
reorganized will make a special western iNorthwestern): On Wis
effort to do so before or during consin (Wisconsin). These are the
this special week
songs of a few of the schools in the Big Ten Conference, done by Lom
bardo for Columbia.
I The spirit of old Vienna, is re! fleeted In these last two pieces by
the Columbia Scion Or.-hestra.
Southem Roses and The Blue
Canube by Jchann Strauss are two
of the best of this composer and are
admirably done by Columbia This
is a real tribute to the days gone
by when waltzing was the craze in
stead cf swing. Tiiese pieces were
arranged by Borch and show a very
definite Insight into the character
and work of Strauss. For anyone
who lcves good music in its best at, tire, these two records are invalu
able.
*A

Widened Service

Federated Choirs

REDCROSS

Recordings In Review

VAUIE SENSA1I0N
Of THE NEW CAR YEAR!

Plymouth Brings You New
Thrilling High-Torque Per
formance... New ‘Power
matic Shifting...A Lovely
Fashion-Tone Interior.
OU'LL LIKE the size, the

Y

style, the low price of this

great 1941 Plymouth!

New High-Torque Perform-

-THE LONGEST
WHEELBASE OF “ALL 3”
LOW-PRICED CARS,

19 BIG ADVANCEMENTS,

WIDE CHOICE OF COLORS!

Wrote Famous Songs

ance and power-gearing
bring you thrilling new ac
tion. You get an Oil Bath Air
Cleaner, High-Duty Engine
Bearings, Front Coil Springs,
and Spring Covers—standard
onevenlowest-priced models!
Takea good look at the 1941
prices of “All 3” low-priced
cars. Plymouth’s the “One”
for ’41! Plymouth Division of
Chrysler Corporation.
*Availibir on >11 models *( sluhi

tun roti.

4

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

A \

You con get your outfit today, and pay for it while
you wear it. It takes just a few minutes to open
your Puritan account. No fuss, no red tope, no
carrying charges. Terms gladly arranged to fit
your earnings.

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
AND FOLDERS

COMPLETE OUTFIT

DON'T DELAY: BUY NOW!
WHILE THE SELECTION IS
complete:

coat;

We have the largest-ever as
sortment oi Personal Christmas
Cards at this office, priced at
only—

Rej.

H«24.5O|

SUIT
SHOES
HAT
SHIRT
TIE
SOX

AU FOR

fUixL <24.50

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00
AU one design—or assorted
and the better class of cards at
prices exceptionally low!

These Prices Include Name
Printed on Each Card
Smarter than ever . . . and yet
. . . for aU their warm cheer . . .
quality papers and matching en
velopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxed at 50 for $1.00 anil
up. Postage 10 cents extra.
Don't wait! Come now while
the selection is large. Samples
on display only at—

Total Value

35"

Choose your suit or coet from a great selection of all
wool, ace quality styles. Then pick the rest of your

outfit from our regular stock too. You can buy these
items separately if you wish, but you save $6.49 when

The
Courier-Gazette

you buy the outfit.

ALL ALTERATIONS FREE

Thanksgww?
VALUE'S

PPORTUMITy

on Jan. 13. 1864 Among the 200 1 peak. After that he went to Naw
songs he wrote are such favorites York, began composing prollflcally
as “Old Black Joe,” "Old Folks at and in one year turned out 48 medi
Home; also known as "Swanee ocre works.
His decline as a composer com
River”; “Jeannie With the Light
Brown Hair.” “My Old Kentucky bined with marital troubles drove
Home," "Camptown Races; “Open Foster to drink and at. the time of
Thy Lattice, Love," "’Louisiana his death he was penniless and
Belle," "O Susanna," "Uncle Ned," obscure. He died in the charity
"Away Down South.” "Massa's in ward of Bellevue Hospital.
de Cold, Cold Ground'’ and "Old
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette.
Dog Tray.”
He was also one of the five
; American musicians honored this >
year on the Famous Americans
series of United States commemo
rative stamps.
His earliest known work. "Tioga 1
Waltz," was written in 1840 and :
was performed publicly for the!
first time at hls graduation from I
Of Tired Kidneys
Athens Academy, near Towanda. | If backache an«l leg pains are making you
Pa., in the Spring ot 1841. He en- ' miberable, don’t just complain and do nothing
them. Nature may be warning you that
tered Jefferson Colege. near Pitts about
your kidneys need attention.
Tha kuhteys are Natures chief way of taking
burgh, the same year, but soon re
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the
vealed a dislike for formal educa blood. They help most people pass about 3 pints
tion and returned home to con a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
tinue his education under private don’t work well, poisonous waste matter stays
ia the blood. These poisons may start nagging
tutors.
backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of
Foster s greatest success was | pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and disxiachieved before I860, yet during ness. Frequent
or scanty passages with smart
this period he had to drive him ing and burning sometimes shows there is some
thing
wrong
with
your kidneys or bladder.
self to write, and several times
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
was on the verge of quitting. In Fills, used successfully by millions for over 40
They give happy relief nnd will help the
1869. with the publication of "Old years.
15 miles of Kidney tubes Hush
Black Joe," his career was at its
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CLOTHING STORES
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TUNE IN MAJOR BOWES, C. B. S., THURS., 9-10 P. M., E. S. T.

SEE PLYMOUTH'S LOW-PRICED COMMERCIAL CARS!

intht

'ANT-ADS

425 Main St., Rockland

20 WEEKS TO PAY

